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This research study investigates the relationship between dDlllllin
C(ll(lpetency, illlpDrtanc-e and self-worth in pre-adolescent and adolescent
children. The ulIlple consisted of 121 grade 4 students and 144 grade 1
students in " Ichools on the Avalon Peninsula of Newfoundland. A
questionnaire w... develared to measure perceptions of competency,
importll1'l~ of competency and self-worth. This questionnaire waa
sdministered to ftlale and femal.. students of all ability levels.
Data analysill cansieted of several phases. In the first phase, a
series of factor analyeee were conducted to establiah the consistency and
coherency of each of the scales of the! questionnaire. In phase two,
analysis of variance procedures were used to examine how competency and
im90rtllnee influencll eelf·worth. Finally, cluster analyses of the
competency and importance 8cales were conducted to determine how
competency and iJlportance interact to influence .elf·wortb. At each phase
only the second order factors (Soci;-.1 And AcAdemicsl were considered in
order to allow for ease of interpretation of "'-ta.
Result.ll of thie study indic.lIted tbat there is a decline in
perceptiona of acadeaic cOlllpetenq as children appro:::::'.. adolellcence,
Grade 4 student. perceived thl!lllSelves aa being MOrll cOlllpl!.tent acadelflically
and placed more illlpOrtance on acadellic CQIlIpl!tency than their grade 1
counterparts, students at both grade levele perceived themselves as being
equally competent in the Social doma.in and placed equal importance on
aocial competency, In grade " II relationahip was suggested between
academic and social cOll\petency and global .elf~worth. Grade 7 re8ult8
indicated. a relationship between social competency and global selt:·worth.
At both grade levels a relationship was suggested between importance of
academic competency and global selt-worth. There was no indication of
H
gender difference. in perceptions of cOllIpetency in the Soei.l dQfl\lllin.
HOW1!ver, in the Ac.demie domain female • .lit each grade level pel:ceivlld
them.selves as being more cocapet.ent than their male cOl.ll'lterparts. There w.s
evidence, part.icul.rly in grade 1, that devaluing and/or clJlllPt!nsatory
st.r.te<;lies were prob.llbly being used by s~ students as a _.IOns of
8usuining glo~l IIIlt·worth.
Further investigation into the decline in perceptions of academic
cOI'lIpetency as children approach adolescence ia recorrmended. This
investigation should exallline the role of the school environment (if an,)
in thi5 ci..cline.
This study provides evidence to support the ulle of cluster analyain
methodology. 'I'his method of analysis uncovered patterns of interaction
between competency and import.ance and their effects on self-worth which
was not possible through factor and correlations analyses. The combination
of methodologie. re.ulted in a more effective and thorough study of the
eample.
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Over the year., theorista have atte1llpted to unravel the mystery or
the self-concept. Publications have offered numerous definitions, acme
simple, &<'Illl! complex. Combs (1963) d.elined the self-concept a. being wh.t
an individual believe. Ilbo1.1t him. Rogers oUered a more complex definition
which includea valuas. According to Rogaro, aalf-concept is defined .1
"the Rum total of all of the characteristica a pereon attributes to him,
and the positive and negative values he attaches to thene eharacterilltic.~
(Regen cited in Silvernail, 1!l81, p. 9).
One detinition proposed by contemporary theorists is that of
Shaveleon " ayrne (191171. Th.eae reeearcherl eonelude that the se1!-coneept
one's perception of self; these pereeption. derive from
interactions vith significant othet8, self-attributions, and
the overall ex;-eriential allpecte of the soc:ial environlllll!nt.
(p. 366'
Shaveleon " Byrne (l9B2) propoee there is a dellcriptive and evaluative
dilllension to .elf-concept. The descriptive dimension containll the lIe1f-
perceptions (of competency) of the individual. The evaluative dimension b
comprised of evaluations of these self-perception. and ia referred.. to as
'self-worth' (Silvernail, 1981). Specitically, our self-concept 1s our
attitudee, feeling. and knowledge about. our abilit.ies, skills, appearance,
and social acceptabilit.y (Labenne "Greene, 1969; Leahy, 19851.
BiqniUe'D!7' at th, Study
Publillhed at.udies on self·concept t.heory and resllarch number in the
thousands (Wylie, 19821. Early research focuaed. on the relat.ionship
between self-concept and academic achieveraent (Purkey, 1970; FarIs, 1976;
Fink, 19'62; WUlialJlll " Cole, 19'681. Current research has concentrated on
measurellll!nt and stnlcture of self-concept (Fle1lling " Courtney, 19'8~1
Harter. 19'82; M;1Irah. It86; Shavelson" Marsh, 1986; Marsh" Hola\es,l9901.
TO date, few nudies (Rose!1berg,196S; Hoge " Mc:Carthy. 1994; Marsh, 1986;
Pelhalll " Swann, 19891 have explored the relationship between the
descriptive (self-percept.ions of COlIpetencyl and evaluat.ive (self-worth)
dilllensions of self·concept and the illlpact of persONll vl·lues on each. Thil
study is an .ttelllpt t.o investig.te the relat.ionship between self-
perceptions of competency, value and self·worth. Further. it will explore
ho.... value (importance) mediates the relationship bet....een these two
dimensions of s.lf-concept. Data gained from this research study ....ill
contribute to the uparec body of kno....l.dg. on thie importllnt il!lllue. As
....ell. in attempting to answer the re.e.reh queetione posed in this study,
this data may also det.rmine to what dl!9're. perceptions of competem;:y,
eelf-worth, .nd personal values are affected by age .nd gender in
preadolescents snd sdolescents. Such information may be used by tesch.rs
and counsellor. to e.ae the transition into adolescence and to help
develop a IKIre positive sense of self·worth in their stUdents .
.....r ..h OUuUqns
This research study will look at how competency and importance
interact to influence ••If-worth. It will provide new evidence of the
r.l.:tionship betw.en self-concept and aelt·worth and I;he influence of
personal values on th.s. two constructs. Sp.eifically, this study "'ill
attempt to anawer the following queationo:
Are tnere grade. differences in chi1drena' perceptions of domain
competency in grades 4 and 77
Are there gender differences in childrens' percepeions of domain
competency at these grade levels?
How does domain competency affect self·worth?
Are there qrade differences in the importance childl'en pbce on
domain competency in grades 4 and 1?
Al'e therll gender differences in the importance children place Oil
domain competency at these grade levels?
How does the importance children pJace on domain cOn'.pctency affect
self-worth?
What impact does the interaction of competency a."ld importance have
on self~worth?
The self-concept is thought to have a powerful inf1l,:.ence on human
behavior oocau3e it is the fram~ of reference through which an individual
int~racts with tt.e ....orld {Fitts, 1972}. According to Silvernail (1981)
self-concept is the ....a~l we perceive ourDelvea ilnd our actions aD well aD
OUl.' opinions regarding how others pet"ceive us. Consequently, oelf·concept
strongly direct9 all allpects of human behavior.
The extcnoive rl!search literature devoted to understanding the
expression of selt"·conccpt in hUl1'an behavior leaves little doubt that the
social and emotional well-being o:! individualll depends upon how they
percei~e themselvelJ. Individuals with positivll self-concepta see them-
selves as liked, acceptable, able and loIorthy. They are happy and secure.
In comparison, those individuals with negative »elf-concepts tend to have
unhllppy dispositions. They have difficulty with personal relationships and
lack confidence in their ability (Battle, lS87). Conoequent1y, the se1f-
concept plays a dynamic role in social and emotional developl1\ent (Lynch et
a1., B8ll.
~!'ptpev.19pm!!"Qt
Self-concept development begins at bil'th. Within eeconds after birth
infant!> begin to interact with their environment. At this time they are
not aware that they are aeparal:e beinga. Gradually,l:hey develop simple
patterns of perception and action. Theae patterns become more complex and
in a fe.... weeks infants become aware of themselves as separate beings. The
first algns of separation from the mother appear during the third or
fourth month (Mahler, 19-63). II: ill around t.his time that infantll b~in to
see '::.hell\Belves ..8 separate from other people and begin to develop a.
perception of and a sense of who they are (Smirnoff, 1971).
B,rly Childhood
Once children perceive themselves as separate beings and language
acquisition begins, the core dimensions of their seU-concepts quickly
begin to develop. These co:re dimensions (the body, the cognitive, the
!!ocial and aelf-esteeml are the pe:rceptions which make up the general
!!elf-concept. These first few years are crucial in children's social,
emotional, int.ellectual and physical development. The first t.hree a:reas of
development will be influenced st.rongly by how child:ren perceive
themselves and how they are perceived by othere. These areas will continue
to be influenced significantly by the perception children have of
themselves, or their self-concepts (Silvernail, 1981.).
Environment and pal'l!nta,l cal'e play :najor roles in the devl!1opment of
self-concepts in children. Support.ive enriched environments snd loving
parental care are cnlcill1 t.o children if they are to develop stable and
healthy self-concepts (Battle, 191$7). Howeve:r, resea:reh studies
(Rosenberg, 19651 Coopersmith. 196"7; BOWlby, 1980) have found that loving
parental care is the most influential of the two variables_
Early parental carl! has an enormous impact on seU-concept develop~
ment in children. The care chiJ.drl!n :receive in the early years establishes
t.he core self-image and thereby influences the furthel' development of
self~conceptB as they begin attending school (Silvernail, 1981). A study
by Dreyel' and Haupt (19661 reported children with positive self·concepts
came frolr. homes in which mothers encouraged independence and autonomy on
the part. of their children. A seven~year follow-up st.udy of five~Year~olds
by Sears (l970) reported that those who came from loving homes had higher
self-concept levelo at age twelve. Purkey (1.970) lIuggellt8 that parents'
intluence on their children's selt-concept rel'W.ined as strong in
adolescence as it walll in early childhood.
Once children enter sctt-,ol, teachers playa signific&nt role in
self·COflcept devl!loplllent. They greatly influence their students' senae of
CO(llpetence in their ability to perform assigned taskll. The biggest hr,ctor
in self-concept developnmt in the early IIchaol years appears to be how
children are evaluated in terms ot their ptlrfonnance relative to their
Peers. This affecta their judgment about themselves all they -rely
increasingly on comparing themselves to their peers. six· year olds are not
always upset when they fail and often pay little attention to how they
compare with others. However, eight-year-olds are more lik!!ly to be upset
with failure (Ruble et a1., 19801. They are beginning to pay close
attention to how they meleure up in comparison with their peers. Becauae
of this, it is important that children ars supported and encouraged by
their teachers. In thh way, they will feel competent in the areas that
are important in the. school envirol1lllent.
Educators would like to believe that the school envirOl1llll!nt is
eol"lducive to the develOpllll!nt of a positive s.lf·concept. Unfortun..taly,
one study (BUls, 19781 revealed that uny students acquire a more
negative self·concept with each additional year of .schooling. This
researt:her R1e&lured perceptions of and others in approxiftllltely twenty-six
thousand students in grades three through twelve. He concluded that there
ill a progressive deterioration in perceptiona of and perceptiono of others
in children at these grade levels. There il alao a deterioration in
adherence to a aet of VI-lues which are import~mt to human welhre and
relationships.
These findings are supported by the research ot Stenner and
Katzenmeyer (1976) who measured the self-concept in approximately thirty-
seven h\>ndred primary students in grades one through three. To the
question "Are you good looking?" 25 percent of the firat graders and
almost 50 percent of the third graders answered in the negative. Twenty
percent of the first graders and 30 percent of third graders thought other
children disliked them. Eighty percent of the first graders and only 67
percent of third graders thought that they were doing well in sGlJ~l.
According to a study by Stipek & Daniels (1988) deterioration in
perceptions of school-age children may be developmental as well as the
result of classroom environment. In their study eighty kindergarten and
fourth grade children rated their academic competency and predicted their
future academic succefila. Half the children at each grade level were in
classrooms which stressed normative evaluation (grades), while the other
half were in classrooms where normative evaluation was not emphagized.
The kindergarten children who received normative evaluation rated their
competency and future success much lower than thosl! kindergarten children
who did not receive nonnative evaluation. The latter group of children
received daily feedback on their assignments in the form of stars and
happy and sad faces. The results of daily feedback were ~.' lren with more
positive perceptions of competence and with greater confidence in having
future academic success.
In g~sde 4, the results were quite different. There were no
differences in the two groups in rating perceptions of competency or
future academic success. Stipek and Daniels su9gest that neither age nor
environment alone can explain these findings. Instead there is a need to
examine the interaction between age and school environment in order to
underlJtand children's perceptions of competency.
Self-concept becOIlH!s increasingly diffeuntillted Ilnd cOl!lplex as the
child grovs (Gottfredson, 19811 Super, 19801. According to Rosenberg
(1919) t.he onset of adolescence is a tizne ot great. di8turbance in lIel t-
concept. dllveloplMnt. At around 3ge 12 children show a decreiUle in .lelf-
ellteem and selt-concept stabilit.y. Sillilarly, they show an increase in
depression and self-consciousness. For some of the dimensions of sdf-
concept. the dlsturJH,ncel dilll.inillh in later adoleacence, but not for sd!-
consciousnellll. Rosenberg (1979l furt.her explained t.hb by discussing the
development of exterior and interior components of the self-concept.
Preadolescent. children seem to see themselvel almost wholly in t.erml of
exterior components, lIIueh Illll obsetrvable behaviore, abllities and physical
characteristics. When they reach adolescence they refer to the in t.erms of
a psychological interior and deAl with thoughu, feelings and traits.
Rosenberg (19791 explains this difference in preadolescence and
.dolescence by noting th.t when children become adolescents they dev!l1op
the abiUty to introspect. He referlll to r..he young child as a "radical
I!lllpiricist", responding to external stimuli, and the adolescent as a
·psychological clinician", able t.o reflect and contemplate intsmal
stimuli. Elliott, (1984). SilmlOnS, Rosenberg, .nd Ro.enberg (1973) found
that alt.hough Older adolescentll have higher gioNI self-concepts, their
self·eval..ation of specific qualities such ". intelligence, honnty,
diligence, .nd good beh"vior decline from childhood to ~dole!lcence.
The characteristics of adolescence listed. by Lerner (1999) help us
to further understand why the adolescent. ve"ra are a tillll! of great
dist.urbance in self·concept development.
Adolneents are taced with the talk of becoming independent
and uparating themsolvell from thtir (.milles but 81110 nBad
theStJ ties. ThUS, they must resolve a conflict between a
desira for freedom and independenee and a desire for security
and dependence.
Adolescl!nce i8 a period of rapid changes in physica:!! growth
and appearance, including dramatic changes in facial and body
structure. Adolescents must develop a new self - image and learn
to cope with a different physical appearance as well as new
psychological and biological drives.
The adolescent period is also one of developing sexuality -
another change that the adolescent must learn to handle.
Peer pressure and values greatly influence adOlescents. When
peer values differ from th.ose of the parents, family
confrontation and conflict may result.
Teenagers tend to be very conscious of themselves· ho.... they
look. and how they compare with group norms. This self-
consciousness can lead to feelings of inferiori.ty and
withdra....al. (pp.249-50)
Piers and Harris (1964.), Simmons et al. (1973), Soares and. Soares
(1982), and Rosenberg (1986) found significant declines in self-concept as
children approached adOlescence. Another study by Simmons, Rosenberg, and
Rosenberg (1973) identifi<'!d thf! movement from aixth to seventh grade u a
crucial and str<'!ssful period for self-concept. These research.ers have
provided the major source of evidence of the instability of self- concept
in the adolescent years. Other studies (Otfer and Howard, 19121 Piers illld
Harris, 1964) showed similar disturbance ill self-concept in early
adolescence. Further af;ud~"a by Ruble (1980), Eshel and. Klein (1981.) and
Stipek: (1981) suggested declines in most: areas of self - concept as
children approach adolescence. In a study of children six to eleven years
ot age, Marsh et a!. (19841 found a significant and consistent decline in
aelf-concept in the areas of academics and physical abilit:.y as children
approached adolescence. Ho....ever, there was no evidence to suggest a
decline in the social self-concepts of this age group. Dusek and Flahe:rty
(1981) found. no consistent age effects in self-concept during adolescent:
years tor either longitudinal or crOS8- sectional comparisons. Rage and
McCarthy (l984) found aignificant increases in self-concept .in Grades 7-12
for both longitudinal and cross-aectional comparisons. A stUdy by Connell
et a!. {1975} found. primarily linear increase in self-concept in boys
between the ages of 12 and 18. For girls, self-concept declined between
ages 12 and 13 and relll3ined stable through about 11. This ....as followed by
an increase in self-concept. Studies of adolesc~nt9 in high school or
beyond report increases in self-esteem (Bachman &. O'Malley, 1977). Simmons
et a!. (197]) and Rosenberg (1986) reported increases in self-concept
after age 13. According to Marsh. Parker, and Barnes (1985f self-concept
shows a decline in grades 1-9 and then levels out and increases in grades
From these otudies we can conclude the following,
(a) There is a decline in self-concept during preadolescence.
(b) This decline reverses itself during early or middle
adolescence.
(c) There is an increase in self-concept during late-adolescence
and early adulthOOd.
Gender I ..u" 'Dd StU-Cone.pt
Studies by Connell et al. (1915) and Smith (1975) reveal that by
adolescence boys possess more positive self-concepts than girls. However,
gender differences in !,lelf-esteem seem to occur from late primary SChool
age onwards. It is during thiu period that the young girl tunes into the
fact that the stereotypical eharaeter1stics of the female self-image are
less valued than those of the male (Burns, 1979). Until then the selt.-
esteem of girls, as ...O!!ll as boys, comes largely from a~ility to perform
the required Skills. BUrne (1919) explained the conflict in self-concept
development experienced in girls::
Beginning in pre-puberty and inereaeing through adole!,lcence,
girls shift their source of self-esteem from achievement to
heterosexual affiliation. Girls who identify with both the
stereotypical feminine 1llOdel and the achievement model will
experienee role conflict and, hence, have lo....er self-esteem
than boys. (p.195)
Tbis was further evidenced in a st.udy by Hardi & Bridges (1988) and
Smith (1975). Smith administl1;red the Sears' self-Concept Inventory to 111
upper primary school pupils, 1 and 8 years of age. Generally the children
possessed positive self-concept. This was consistent with preVious
investigations by Coopersmith (1967) and Connell et al. (1975). However,
a sex differenc'e was evident in most aspects of the self-concepts
measured. Boys c,nsistently rated themselves more positively than girls on
seven out of nine subscale, (physical ability, appearance, convergent
mental ability, divergent mental abLlity, social relations, social
virtues, school performance). On the remaining scales (work habits, happy
qualities) the boys were ahead but the difference was not significant.
This study indicaced that as early all middle Childhood (6-11 yl!ars), girls
begin to evaluate themselves less positively than boys).
Oirls may receive lower self-coneept seores beeause they appear to
he more willing than boys to disclose their weaknesses. Bogo, Winget and
Gleser (l970) noted that boys obtained higher seores on "lie- and
·defensiveness· ecales than girls. These Beales measure the extsnt
which the individuals disguise their "true Q feelings in an effort. to
present t.hemeelves in a more favourable light.
'.ctora rnflu.ncina Citnder Differ.ftc" in Sflf-Conc.pt
Feelings of sslf-worth often come at an early age from external
factors such as appearance, social achievement and gr~up app,,"oval. The
importance of these facton has been taught to children otten
unintentionally (and Gometimes intentionally) by parents, t.eachers,
society and the media (Page, 1993). The illlportance of physical
attractiveness in our society has been well documented. However, women
seem to be more pressured by society to be attractive. According to
Bersheid .. walster (1974) and Krebs and Adinolfi (1975) attractive women,
but not men, had more dates than their less attractive counterparts. Bar-
Tal and Saxe (1976") report that men paired with attrac:tive women were more
successful than men paired with unattract.ive women. A.t.t.ractiven.,s of
partner was not important. in the evaluat.ion of the women. Attractive
people have been found to be happier, more successful, popular (Berscheid
" Walst.er. 19i4) more sensit.ive, kind, interest.ing. strong. poised.
sociable. and outgoing than less at.tractive people \Oion, Berscheid, "
Walster, 1972).
The im~rtance of physical appearance to females from pre~
adolescence has been documented in recent st.udies (Bybee. Glick. Zigler,
1990; Kinnon" McLeod, 1990) . In the study "A Cappella" (Kinnon" McLeod.
19901 8S\" of the adolescent girls surveyed strongly agreed or agreed that.
they worried about their looks. Male.. , on the oth... r hand, though concerned
about physical appearance. are more preoccupied with at.hletic abilities
and physical strength (Bybee et al, 1990). The results of the st.udy by
Bybee et al. (1990) are conaistent. with studies of femininity and
masculinity that find bli!auty to be more central in the felllSle sex role
stereotype and physical nrength to be more important in the IIISle sex role
stereotype (Spence " Swain, 1985).
Henggeler " Borduin (1990) indicate that one of the consiatent
findings in children's p",er nlations, is the posit.ive relationRhip
between phyll1ical attractiveness and sociometric status. Their research
indicates that physically attractive individualB inter'!'ct better within
groupe and are more readily accepted than their unattractive counter-parts.
As early as preschoo1 and elementary school years, children who are better
looking typically are held in higher regard by their peers (Kleck.,
Richardson" Ronald, 1974; Vaughn, 1983). This tendency of peers t.o accord
h1gher social status to physically attractive individuals extends from
childhood into adolescence lind throughout the college yellrs (Byrne, E;rvin
Co Lambeth, 19701.
HodelB of Sel(-Con,a,pj;
1< review of the current literature reveals four t.ypes of theoret.ical
models of self~concept: the nOlllOth,Uc IIlQdel; the taxonomic model; the
comp,nllatory Il1O<1.1 and the hierarchical model.
'the nelllOtbetic IllOdel (Soares & Soares, 1992) is the oldest
perspective of self-concept. According to this model characteristics
descriptive of self-concept are used to explain one' a behavior in various
aettings. This model supports similar views (Rosenberg 1986; Rosenberg'
Simmons, 1975; Winne & Marx, 1981) that self-concept is perceived as 11
unidimensional construct. The nomothetic model suggests there is a general
self-concept influencing all behaviors and t.his general self-concept. has
only one dimension or facet.
The taxonomic IIlOd,l (Soares' Soares, 19821 supports the not.ion that
the structure of self-concept. ia oil aeriei'l of several highly apecific
factor9. It auggeats t.hat self-concepts are highly individualized
conceptualizationa based on experiences and reinforcement. Self-concepts
develop independently according t.o experiences, capabilities, treatment
from others, and relationships with significant others. For example if oil
person is a highly skilled musician. then music would be a factor in the
structure of the individuals self- concept. 1<s well, thi.s factor would be
independent and unrelated to other factors in the struct.ure of the
individuals self -concept. Several studies have supported the taxonomic
lDOd,l lLi11emyr, 1983; Marx, et a1. 1911; Marx &. Winne, 1981; Soares,
Soares, 1982; Strang, Smit.h, & Rogers, 1918; ).
The cOJDP.n.atory lDOd.l (Winne &. Marx, 1981) supports the notion of
a general facet of llel! -ooncept. In this way it resembles the hierarchical
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and taxonolllic "lOdele. However, unlike the.e two models. the compensatory
lrIOdel suggens that specific facets of self -concept are inver,ely rel.ned.
rather than independent frOlll one another. Accordingly, a low standing in
one specific facet of self-concept might be coonpensated by higher standing
on another specific facet of 'elf-concept. For example, Winne" Hoarx
119811 found that students woo vere less successful acadelllically perceived
themselves as being more successful in the social and physical faceta of
self-concept. As well, they found that stUdents who perceived themselveo
as bl:ling sl,IcceslIful socially and physically ... re less succeSllful on the
aeademic faeet of self-concept. This data supports the hypothes1e that a
belt of self- pl!tcehed eucee,s in one area tende to be aosociated with
self-perceived 511ccess in another at."ea. Simil",r findings b",sed on studiea
of exceptional children sUppot."t the compensatory model of .oelf-concept
(Milgrim" Milgrim, 1916, ROSQ" parker, 1980, winns et al., 1982).
The bierarehic..l 'IlOd..l (Sh",velilon. Hubner" Stanton. 1976; ShavelBon
" Stlaort, 19811 euggests multiple facete of self-concept that lIIay be
ranked in a hierarchieal fOnllation. At the base of the hierarchy are the
dtuation-apecific self-concept; at the top of the hierarchy h the
general self-concept.
Of th.s. 4 theoretical perepectivea of eelf-concept.
hierarchical .cd.1 (Shavelson, Hubner " Su,nton , 1'16: Shavelson "
Stuart, 19811 b.as been proposed and widely researched by 1e~ding educ~tors
and psychologist. (Byrne, 19B4; Harter, 1982, 1984, 1985.. Marsh. Barnes 10
Hocevar, 1985; Marah 10 Hocevar, 1985; Soares" Soarea, 1982; SOng "
Hattie, 1985; Hattie, 1'92).
The hierarChical model (Shavel.oon, Hubner and StantOn, 19161
Shavelson and StUart, 1981) poatulates a lI1ulti-faceted, hierarchical model
of self-concept. Marah ~nd Shavelaon (1985) listed aix characteriaticlI
describing the hierarchical model.
It is multifaceted in that people categori~e the vast "mount
of information they have about themeelvelJ and relate these
categories to one another. The specific facets reflect the
category system adopted by a particular individual and/or
Ilhared by a group.
It is hierarchically organhed, with perceptions of behavior
at: the base moving to inferences about in Ilubareas (e.g.,
academicll - englillh, Ilcience, history, fl\,)thematics), then to
inferences about self in general.
General self-concl!pt is stable, but all OOl! descendll the
hierarchy, self-concept becomes increasingly situation
specific and as a consequence less stable.
Self-concept becomes increasingly multifaceted as the
individual moves from infancy to adulthood.
It has both a dellcriptive and an evaluative dimension such
that individuals may describe themselves ("I do well in
mathematics"' and evaluative ("1 lik.e mathematica"'.
It can be differentiated from other construct.. such as
academic achie~-e~lent. (pp.107-108)
S.lf_COns.pt .n4 S.U_Wort.h
The hierarchical model claims there is a descriptive and evalu.tive
dimension to self-concept (Shavelaon " Marah. 1985). The descriptive
dimension contains the self·perceptions of competency of the individual.
The evaluative dimension evaluates these self-perceptions and is referred
to ae 'eelf·worth' (Silvernail, 1981). However, eelf-perceptione and ealf·
worth are not one and the same thing (Hoge " MCCarthy, 1984; Rosenberg,
1986). Although Shaveloon and Marsh (1985) propose that the lIelf-concept
has a deecriptive and an evaluative dimensi"n, they d~ not distinguish
between the two or ahow how they llre related.
The instrument used by Marsh and Shavelson (1986) in obtaining
evidence which indicated a descriptive and evaluative dimension to self-
concept was the Self-Description Questionnaire (Mareh, Parker" Smith,
1983). This self-concept meaeure, based on Shavelson's model of self·
concept, contains 7 eimple declarative statements which are either
descriptive ["I am good at Math-lor eval\lative {Or love Math"l in nat\lre.
These statements ars p\lrported to represent meaeures of self-concept in 7
domains, Physical Ability, Phyaic.\l A.ppearance, Peer Relationships;
parents Relationships; Reading; Math; and General School.
The S.D,Q. combines the descriptive and evaluative nature of se1f-
concept. The fact that Marsh and colleagues included both descriptive and
evaluative items for a domain, but failed to see s'!!parate factors (Le. a
descriptive factor and an evaluative factor) suggeats that the itema were
correlated. That ia, evaluation of (worth) is closely connected to
description of (concept), This suggests a relationship between aelf-
concept and lIelt-worth. However, Marsh and colleagues fail to show how
self-concept and oelf-worth oupport lind infl\lence one another.
Covington's self-worth theory (1984) pO!ltulatea an operative link
between self-concept and oelf-worth. According to Covington (19841 ,all
indi'/iduals seek to maximize feelings of worthiness by gaining tht!
approval of others, In doing this, they disassociate themoelves from
behaviors or events that attract negative attention, This striving to
establish and maintain a positive self-image is referred to by Covington
as the self-worth motive. Covington (1984) suggests that individuals
derive self-worth from their perceptions of competency and accomplishmente
in some valued activity.
According to Covington, society tenda to equate ability and
achievement.o wit.h human value. Considering t.his, many, individuals have
come t.o believ~, that they are only alll wort.hy as thair achlsvement.s.
Failure bringo with it disapproval from others as well ao a aense of
worthlessness. In t.he classroom achievement context, cOlllpetonce is
perceived to be a dominant component for academic success. Considering
this, factore which influence individuals' sense of worth are their self-
perceptions of competency. Understandably, motivation to achieve emanates
from these perceptions of competency. FoX' example, if a student has high
perceptions of competency in a certain domain, then the student will be
highly motivated to achieve in that domain knowing that he will succeed.
t.ikewille. if a student has low perceptions of competency in a domain, he
will not be motivated to achieve knowing that effort may result in
failure. From achie. ,,,,••t, students derive a sense ot: value or worth. They
are motivated to achieve to protect their sense of self-worth (Covington,
1994).
SimllaX' views were held by Cooley (1964, I who proposed that the
origins of the were essentially social in natuX'e and reSided in the
attitudes of significant others. According to Cooley individuals evaluate
these attitudes and incorporate this evaluation into an opinion about the
self. These reflected evaluations describe what he terms the "looking
glass self", since significant others are the social mirroX' into which one
looks for information to describe the self.
Both Covington and Cooley argue that competency (the descriptive
component) is a key construct for worth (the evaluative component).
However, they aleo suggest that values play significant rol. in
influencing self-worth.
According to Covington and Cooley, individuals value the attitudes
of significant. other!) and this, in turn, strongly influences self-worth.
As well, they derive a sense of worth from achievement in valued
activitiee. However, what individuals value. or con8ide~ to be impoX'tane
differe in each person. Students do not tend to put. similar value on
competencies in similar dOlllains.
Tb••"u, qf V.lu"
IncUviduals have different concepts of values or value systems,
Values are personal in nature and are a product of experience. Like self-
concept, an individual's values are influenced by the social environment.
nnd significant others, especially parents. Because people have different
o!!xperiences, they develop different values (Van Has et al., 1987).
Although Cooley and covington provided an operative link between
self-perceptions of competency "nd self-worth, they did not adequately
address the issue of values (the importance an individual places on
competencies in the various domains). or their impllct 01' self- worth. They
failed to show the relationship between self-perceptions of competency,
This important illsue, overlooked by Covir,gton, was al:ldressed as
early as 1990 by William James. James suggested that anI!' II lIelf-
percsptions of competency in domains of great personal value should have
greater impact on one's global self-worth than self-perceptions of
competency in domains that lire unimportant to the individu1l1 (Marsh.
1996b). James (1890, 1963) argued that failure in domains that are
unimportant to the individual has little effect on self-worth.
The Jamesian hypothesis was supported by Pelham and Swann (1989).
They postulated that. indiViduals' self-perceptions are the "building
blocks" of self-woreh. However, the way that people frame their selt'-
views, or the importance they attach to them greatly influences self-
worth. self-views (perceptions of competency) that are strongly linked to
goals are those that will be considered to be the most important to the
individual. Ultimately, these will be the self-views. that will moat
strongly intluence and determine self-worth. For example, a young man
whose ambition is to become a doctor will strive to achieve academic
success because he knows this is necessary if he is to attain his goal. He
places much value en being a good student and, if he succeeds, his self-
perceptions of being a good student will have a positive influence on his
self-worth. It he is unsuccessful, his self-perceptions of being a poor
student will have a negative impact on his self-worth.
Similar views were held by Rosenberg (1986). According to Rosenberg,
haVing positive self-perceptions of competency in a pareicular domain will
contribuee positively to self-worth. However, the si2e of thiD
contribution will depend on ehe importance the individual places on ehe
particular domain. Thill int.ractiv. hypoth••is suggests thae the positive
contribution to self4worth will be larger when the specific perception of
compeeency is more positive and the perceived value of ehe domain of
competency is greater. Likewise,ehe negative contribueion to self-woreh
will be larger when the specific percepeion of competency is more negaeive
and the perceived value of ehe dOl'l\ain of competency is great-er.
Marsh (1966) at-tempted eo investigaee Rosenberg's int.ractiv.
hypoth.d. by adminiseering the Self-Descriptive Queationnaire·III (Marllh
"O'Neill, 19B4) tc 930 high lIchool and college aged atudent-s. The SDQIII
is a self4concept measurement designed for late adolescent-s and young
adults. The 500111 containB 13 scales: Physical Ability, Physical
Appearance, Opposite Sex Relations, Same Sex Relations, Relations Wit-h
Parents, spiritual Values/Religion, Honesty, EmOtional Stability, Verbal,
Math, General Academic, Problem solving, Genera14Ss1f Each scale is
represented by 10 or 12 it-ems half of which are negatively worded.
subjects respond on an eight-point scale that ranges from 1 (definitely
false) to 8 (definitely true). In addition to the SOOIp, st.udents were
;lslted to respond to a set of twelve items (designed to reHect twelve of
the thirt-een scales of the SOOIIl). The addit.ional t.welve items were rated
on a scale of one t.o eight, first- in terms of personal accuracy (1.e., How
accurately does this statement describe you?) then in terms of personal
importance (i.e., How impo:-tant is this characteristic in determining how
you feel about youraelf?). Responses to thelle additionlll it.ems were made
on a scale ranging from 1 Ivery inaccurate/very unimportant} to 9 (very
accurate/very important).
Marsh (1996) found little support for Rosenberg's theory. Instead.
he found moderate support for what he terlt\ll the ....1.gt1vity hypath••ia"
which prl!'dicts that individuals wUl rate as IDQre important those domains
in which they have high perceptions of competency. After dividing the
liIample into low, medium, and high eelf-wotth groups ne found that the
correlations between importance ratings and domain perceptions of
competency scores increased as self-worth increased. Marsh concluded r.hat
subjects with nigh self-worth were more likely to have high perceptions of
competency in domains they perceived to be more important. But their
importance ratings did net contribute to predicting self-worth.
unlike Marsh (1996) Hoge and McCarthy (1996) found support for the
interactive hvpothellio and presented a model of self-concept bued on
Rosenberg's theory (1965, 1996). In their model, importance snd self·
perceptions of competency interact in such a manner that a positive self-
perception rating in a valued domain will contribute positively to general
self-worth ratings. A negative self-perception rating in a valued domain
wUl take away from general self·worth. In domains that are not considered
to be important to the individual. neith!!!r positive nor negative self-
perception of competency ratings had a significant affect on general oelf-
worth. Therefore, the degree to which an individual's perceptions of
competency in a specific domain affects self-worth c;lepends upon the
importance the individual places on that specific domain.
Fut'ther, the issue of importance as it relates to self·worth has
been addressed by Harter 11992, 1984, 1996). A sttong supporter of the
Jamesian hyPothesis, Harter developed an impottance scale to gather data
on the relationship between importance and self-worth. This scale was uoed
to supplement the self-Perception Profile for Children (SPPC: Harter,
1995), a multi-faceted eelf·concept inventory. The items on the importance
Bcale match in pairs the five domain·specific Bubsca1es on the SPPC,
school competence, athletic ability, physical appearance, social
competency, and behavioral conduct. Each of th!! two domain·epecific items
evaluated the general imporeance of behaviors, feelings, or competency in
that domain. Instead of weighting each specific facet by its perceived
importanee (an interactive modell, Harter measured the difference between
each specific cO<npetency domain and its perceived imporeance (a
discrepancy model). To calculate the "discrepancy scores· considered by
Harter to be more pertinent to global self·worth ehan the domain-specific
self-perception of competency scores, Harter subtracted the mean of each
SPPC (Herter, 1985l domain Bub·scale from its corresponding mean
importance 9cor.e. Harter found that importance ratings wllre usually higher
than self-concept rating when both sets ot: ratings were made on the same
rO!!sponse seale. However, shO!! discovered that the discrepancy scorO!!s werO!!
close to "l:O!!rQ for subjects with thO!! hi'ilhest self-worth, moderately
negative for eubjects with moderate self-worth, and most negative for
eubjects with the lowest self-woreh. In other words, the smaller the
reSUlting answer, or discrepancy, the greater the contribution to general
sO!!lf-worth.
Of particular interest to Harter was testing the applicability of
thO!! JarnO!!Elian model and the Cooley model of self-concept with individuals
at fQur stagO!!s of development: middle childhood, e~rly adolescence,
college students and young adults.
Harter administered the SPPC to measure perceived competency.
Additionally she included a separate rating scale which measured
importance attached to each domain as well as eelf·worth. Harter eJO;amined
the relati.onship between the competence/importance discrepancy score
(derived from James theory) and self-worth, as well as the relationship
between positive regard by significant others (derived from Cooley's
theory).
In support of James, the data suggested that the competencyl
importance discrepancy score is a determinant of self-worth. Global
judgmentG of Gelf-worth are determined by how competent one ill in dQQ\1lins
considered important to the individual.
In support of Cooley's theory, the data indicated that the higher
the regard of significant others, the higher the individual's sense of
self-worth. Harter's findings revealed that in both older children lind
young adolescent.s, parent and classmate support was the biggest
contributor to self-worth (r_.42 to .46). The influence of parent support
is at least as strong as peer classmate support in early adolescence, ages
thirteen to fifteen. However, classmates seem to have more of an influence
on self-worth than close friends. This may be dus to the fact that
although one's close friends share intimate detailtl of one's life and
provide support, thilil may not be perceived as self- enhancing, whereas the
acceptance and respect of peers in the more public scene is more crucial
to positive self-regard.
Harter's research indicatod that self-worth depends upon competency
in domains considered to be important as well as the positive regard of
significant othen. Consequently, a child who is doing well in domains
considered to be important could sUffer 1I0me 10$11 of lIelt-worth if
emotional support frOlll lIignificant others is not present.. Similarly, high
levels of emotional lIupport do not guarantee that a child will have
positive self-worth if he/she is not competent in valued domains. These
data imply that in order to help develop positiVI! selt-worth in children
we must attend to the competence/importance discrepancy construct and well
as positive regard provided by significant others.
Of further interest to Hart.er was detennining if certain domaina
contribute -ore tllan others to self-worth. Of the elementary and aiddle
school samples, H.rter eumined the correlations of dbcrepa.ncy acorea
calCl.l.lated for each dOll'lllin, and self-worth. This revealed that certain
doma.ins contributed more to self·worth than other•. Physical appearance
w.a. the moat important contributor for both elementary (r.-.'" and middle
school (r.-.S7' students. Accordingly, ths diocrepa.ney between the
importance of .attractivene.s and one's evallUltion of one's perceived
appearance would have a lNIjor impact on self·worth for children in the age
range of eight to Hft.een.
Social .cceptance was the second domain considered critical to self-
worth. This was judged by the relationship between the discrepancy score
and self-worth. However, its impact was slightly higher among young
adolescents in middle school (r.·.45' than elementary .chaol IItudenta
Ir. -.3". Contributing the le.at to self·worth were scholalltic competence,
.thletic competence, iil.nd behavioral conduct. 7hi. lola. determined by the
correlation of their discrepancy scores and .elf·worth (ranging frOlll •. 24
to -.35 acro.o the two ealllple.'.
7heae cata indicat. that phyeical appearance and eocial accept·
ability are atrong deterwlinante of eelf·worth. This doe. not alean that
children consider cognitive competency or behavioral conduct to be
unimportant. Theae doalain. vere considered to be very important. However,
they did not affect self·worth as signiHcantly aa phyaiC;iil.1 appearance and
social acceptabUity.
Research conducted with college etudents and adults revealsd the
dynamic relationship between physic.l appearance and global self· worth.
Interestingly, acroa. the total age range examined, 8gea eight to fifty,
the correlationa between appearance discrepancy score and self-worth were
impresdvely simUar fr.p.'S). Surprisingly, a study of third and fourth
grade intellectually gifted students indic.. ted that physical appearance
rather than scholast.ic compet.ency cont.inued t.o be the foremost predictor
of self-worth (r.-.61).
These findings cause one to consider the reasons why physical
attractiveness and social acceptability play such a powerful role in
determining self-worth. Harter faults the media for its role in
emphasizing physical attractiveness in its advertising. AI well, movies,
magazines and rock videos accentuate the importance of attractiveneas in
physical form and dress. According to Elkind (1978) importance of physical
llppellranee among' young people has escalated and is becoming evident in
much younger children.
Harter'S contribution to self-concept resellrch has been Ilignificant
in its recognition of the influence of domain importance on selt-worth.
Her research addresses and shows the relationship between competence,
domain importance, al'ld self-worth across thO! life llpal'l.
Problem. in Methodology
In spite of this contribution, Marter's model has been criticized.
The strong correlation support between the mean discrepancy score and the
mean global self-worth (-.67) across groups has not been replicated in
other studies (Marsh 1986). Marsh 11986) tested a hypothesis relevlllnt to
Harter's (1982, 1984, 1986) Discrepancy Model. He was unable to tind
support for Harter's model from this set of analv.ses because the
correlations between the discrepancy scores and globll1 self-worth were
lower than those based on raw lIelf-concept IIcores for all domains and
lower than or about equal to those based on self-concept x importance
products.
Problems with Harter'lI model stem from the discrepancy score
calculation. Subtracting a score of one sCllle from a score of II different
Icale doel not ll\lIintain the lIIeaningfulness of each Icore. Their position
on the rating scalel relult in the scorel being different in nilture.
Absolute difference. ignore this significant fact. For inst-ance, on the
SPPC scale, which ranges from one to four, a dilcrep&nc;:y Icore of one
<:ould result froal a _an i-PQrtUlce Icor. of two and • _an adf·concept
score of one. Thla would suggest that the dom.dn il one of very low self-
worth and lOYer tn.n avtlrage importance. Yet, " me"n importance score of
four and • _an lelf-c;:oncept rating of three c;:ould illlO produce t-he 1_
discrepancy score of one. This again s\l'1gelts thAt the domain is one of
low eelf-worth and lower than average importance. However, in the latter
Cilll, the domain is both important and one of nigher than average eelf-
perception. This clearly shows the problem in Harter's method of
discrepancy score calcul.tion lMarsn, 1!l86bl.
St\ldies whicn have ex.mined the inten.":tive hypothesis between
importance and competency wo\lld be subject to a similar criticism.
Interaction effects are molt often tested by computing a cross- product
tera! and exalllining itl contribution within a regr••sion equation. The
problem here 18 thAt an ilIlportance score of 1 and a competency 'core of ..
on a set of rating scale, would produce the Sillll8 crose-product .a an
importance ,core of .. and a competency score of 1. Yet, owe would expect
the liltter to significantly under· mine lelf-worth While the fonner IlIight
have little i~ct or a 1_11 poaitive illlPact on 1.1f-verth. Hov.ver,
ex.mining interaction effects using cross·productl doe~ not en&ble such
di"tinctions t;o be made. Thua, important information remsins hidden within
the constrilintll of the methodology.
one posaible way to eXilmine the interaction of illlport;ance and
competency is to ule clulter analysis methodolcqy. Thill met;hod separatel
the component datil into groups or clusters. The goal of cluster analysil
is to identify Ilepat'~te gl:oups whose componentl are more similar to each
"
other thafl compoflentll belonging to other groupe. Ifl this way, clullter
analyiJis endeavors to reduce the information on the whole set of n objects
to information about, for example, g subgr<>ups, where g < n. Subsequently,
cluster analysi9 can be looked upon as another technique fOJ: data
reduction (Dillon' Goldstein, 19941, Consider, for example, a simple
model consisting of three latent constructs in which self-worth is
predicted from competency and importance. A regre9sion model using
standardized terms would capture the relationships as: S.W ... 81 • COMPo
+ 82 • IMP; which would predict that both competency and importance would
contribute to self-worth. Yet, some patterns of interaction between
competency and importance may be left unaccounted for. It is lik.. ly, for
example that students with high competency and high importanc:e will havft
high lillIE-worth scores, and low competency students with low importance
scores will have 10.... self-worth scores (unless they are using a devaluing
or compensating strategy). However, consider the impact on self-worth of
a situation in which atudents have h1gh competency and low ilnportance
scores. Such a grouping may represent gifted students who are bored with
the clasaroom curriculum. They place low importance on competency in areaa
which Offer them little challenge. Because they are unchallenged they are
not achieving at the levels of which they are capable. This may have a
negative impact on self-worth resultiflg in loW self-worth scores. It is
also possible to find low competency/high importance studenta with high
eelf-worth eoores. These students may be strongly lftOti,:,ated and working
hard to do ....ell. This may result in success which has a poa1tive impact on
self-worth. Considering these laut two groupings, there are two important
observations to be made. First, the model as specified will not detect
these possible interactions of the latent eonstructs; that ia, while the
model ahows hoW eaeh latent construct contributea to predicting the
outcome, it will not enable the analyat to construct a profile of
different groups of st.udents. Consequent.ly, although we see how competency
impacts self-worth, and how import.ance impacts self-worth, we do not get.
a sense of how competency and importance go together t.o influence self-
worth. Second, while the profile of students may be specified through the
use of cross-product int.eraction terms, such a specificaeion gives rise eo
two problems. The cross-produce interaction t.erm may not be accur"'te in
representing the interaction effect.. For eltample, it is unlikely that the
cross-product :\nteraction term would clearly describe the effect of the
interaction of the latent constructs in this model. High COMPo " low IMP.
would hardly be expected to yield the s"'me contributions to self-worth as
low COMO'. " high IMP., even though both yield the eame croee-product
values. The seconcl problem with cross-product. interactions concerns
interpretlltion. When a large number of variables are included in a model,
multiple interaction terms arise as well as mult.iple dimension inter-
act.ionlJ. For example, how does one interpret a sb;-way int.eraction? In the
light of these two considerations the clust.er analyde may contribute to
the specification and interpretation of measurement models. Considering
t.he above example, ths cluster analysis may reveal groups of stUdents who
display similar characteristics or patterns of behavior. This would enable
the anilllyst to create a profile of different groups of similar students
thus facilitating between group comparisons. This profile analysis would
uncover patterns not necessarily revealed in the latent model. In the
hypothetical models above, the cluster analysis would re.veal the pstterns
of interaction!:) and their effects, which would have been misrepresented or
hidden. As well, the cluster analysis allows for the interpretation of
largltr numbers of variables at one time. In this way some of the
limitations of the measurement model arc overcome.
The adv",ntages of cluster analysis methodology was evidenced in a
study cO:lducted by Seifert {l995} on the characteristiCS of ego- and task-
oriented students, A motivation"l questionnaire to measure the constructs
of perc~ived ability. negative and positive emotions. goal orientation.
at.t.ributions for success and failure.. self·worth, preference for
challenge, and strategy use WIlS administered to seventy· five grade Cive
students.
The focus of the research was upon identifying goals students pursue
and the behaviors associated with each goal. However. two issues were of
particula:.' interest: First, the possibility of students pursuing' multiple.
goals (past research identifies two predominant goals, mastery and
performance). Second. the comparison of factor analysh-correlational
methodology and cluster ",nalysis methodology.
Prior to th~ C,lu8ter anOllyiliil a, lactor analysis was performed on
students' respo,nses to goal items. A correlation analyeis was performed on
resulting factor scores and a number of motivational and cognitive
cOl'letructs. This data was compared to the results of the cluoter analyaia
to determine if the two mathodologiea yielded different conclusions,
The cluster analysis was performed to identify potential lIubgroupa
of students within the sample who may be pursuing different gods, This
analysis resulted in three distinct clusters -- high mastery/high
performance, high mastery/low performance, and low mastery/moderate
performance,
Differences in goals (mastery/performanee) otudento purllued
corresponded to different student characterilltics and be~8viors. Students
in clusters 1 and 2 att1"ibuted success to controllable factors while
cluster 3 students were less likely to do so. Cluster 3 students were also
more likely to attribute failure to uncontrollable factors, while eluster
2 students were less likely to attribute failure to uncontrollable
factors. Further, students in cluster 3 had lower perceptions of ability
and a lower preference for challenge. cluster 3 studente experieneed less
positive affect and reportO!!d lo...er self· ...orth scores than students in
cluster 1. There were no differences in cluster 1 or cluster 2 students on
the measures of perception of ability, prO!!ference for challenge, self-
worth, or positive effect.
The results of the factor analysis revealed students ...ith higher
mastery scores tended to exhibit higher perceptions of their abilities,
preferred challenge, and were more likely to attribute success to
controllable factors. These students experienced f!lore fJ:'equent positive
emotions and less frequent negative emotions. They had high levels of
self-worth, higher self-efficacy and used both shallow and deep processing
strategies,
Higher perforf!lance orientation scores Wl!rl! associated ...ith II. greatel,"
frl!quency of positive emotions. unlike students who were mastery oriented,
students who were performance oriented did not have negative emotions, As
well. these students attributed success to uncont;-ollable factors. There
were positive correlations between performance orientation and reported
frequent use of shallow processing strategies, but not deep processing
strategies, Performance oriented students had greater self-worth and
higher perceptions of ability. OVerall, the factor analysis-correlational
and clustel: analysis methodologies conceded similaJ:' J:'esults. Of partieular
impol:tance high mastery/low performance and high mastery/high performance
students behaved in a manner consistent with interpretations of the
cOl,"relations. Th.ey were inclined to have higher perc~ptions of their
ability, experienced more positive affect, and ma.de greater use of shallow
,__ processing stJ:'ategies.
However, some important diacl:epanciea were found between the
methodologies. The factor analysis-correlational methodology suggested
that higher mastery orientation SCOl:1l8 were alsociated with a decrease in
experiencing negative emotions Whereas cluster analysis revealed ;:0
stat.ist.ical differences between elusters in experieneing negative
emot.ions.As well. factor an... lysis suggested that performance oriented
st.udents attributed success to uncontrollable f ...ctors whereas cluster
analysis revealed no lltatiBtical differences between clusters on
att.ribut.ing success to controll...ble or uncontrollable flllctors. An
additional discrepancy was found in methodologil!s in attributing failure
to controllable or uncontrollable factors. Fact.or analysis reported no
relationship in attributing failure to controllable or uncont.rollabll!
facton. In contrast, the cluster analysis revealed that. student.s in t.he
low mastery/'lloderate performance group were more likely to attribut.ed
f ...ilure to uncontrollable factors.
A comparison of the two methodologies revealed the folloWing
important points: First, factor analysis·correlational models are very
useful at identifying and seeing the relationships between important
constructs. This may result in some form of causal modelling. However, the
results of the cluster analysis suggest that interactions among constructs
are possible and may need to be furLhl!r researched. As well, cluster
anaiyaes enables profiles of students to be formulated which would reveal
the effect of combinations of constwcts.
Second, the results suggest that eorrelations which are non·
statistically detectable may imply there is interaction among constructs.
This may need to be further explored. Generally speaking, a low
correlation usually indicates there i8 no relationship b~tween variables.
In this study, the low correlation of .OS between psrformance ot'ientation
and controllllble attributions suggests no relationship between these two
variables. However, it could also indicate a more complex relationship
than first expected. The cluster analysis suggests that both the high
mastery/high performance students and the high mastery/low performance
students attributed success to controllable factor8. However, the high
mastery/high perfoI1l1ance students were more likely to attribute success to
controllable factors than were the low mastery/moderate performance
students. This would indicate that the high mastery orientation ia
dominant over performance orientation. Thus, in spite of .\ low
correlation, there WillS an interaction between milstery and perfornloilnce
f1cores that poses another possible interpretation.
As evidenced in Seifert's (1995) study, cluster analysis methodology
provides a way of exploring interactions and relationships among
constructs. AS well, it enables profiles of st\ldents to be formulated
which provides a clearer description of the sample. Factor analysis, while
being an effective method of data reduction does not provide this
information. In combination, both meth:ldologies allow for more effective
interpretation of data.
The stUdy presented in this paper investigated the relationship
between the descriptive (perceptions of competency) and elvaluativel (lIe1f-
worth) dOlf,s,ine of self-concept, the importance children place on
competency, IIlnd how competency and importance interact to influence eelf-
worth. The data reduction technique of factor IIllUl1yeis was used to examine
how competency anu importance influence self-worth. However, factor
analysis alone could not detect how competency and importance interact to
influence self-worth. A cluster analysis made this possible by allowing
the analyst to construct a profile of the different groups of students in
the sample. The profile revealed groups of students who ~xhibited similar
characterilltics, thus making it possible to create a profile of different
g:roups of similar students. This allowed between groups comparisonll which
uncove:red patterns not manifest in the factor analysis. Consequently, the
cluster analysis revealed patterns of interaction and thei:r effects
otherwise hidden. This provided the analyst with important. additional
information on how competency and importance interact to influence Ilelf-
worth. In this way, the cluster analysis supplemented the information
provid.ed by the factor analysis and. allo....ed for a more effective study.
o__ ian of tb. Study
A descriptive-comparative study of cc.mpetency, importance, and their
influenee on the self-worth of sChool children was conducted using eight
classes of 4th graders and eight classes of 7th graders. These grade
levels were chosen because the ages of the children at each level
represent different periods of development' preadolescence and
adolellcence. This permi-tted effective comparison of two groups of children
at different developmental levels.
A sample of approximately 271 children was drawn from s schools on
the Avalon Peninsula of Newfoundland. This .ample included 127 children
{73 felllillea llnd S4 malesl at the grade 4 level and :1.44 children (70
fernalu and 74 males I at the grade 7 level. Studenta of all ability levels
were included in the sample. The studente were aeked to complete a
questiennaire which was developed fer the etudy.
The In'trW!\!nt
A self-concept questionnaire WII constructed to measure competency,
importance of competency and how competency affects self-worth in 10
domains; Athletic Ability (Sports), Physical Appearance (Social); Peer
Relationships (Sociall; Parent Relationehips (Parents); Reading
(Academics) ; Math {Academicsl; Art; Music; Social Economic Status (S .E.S.)
and Global Self-Worth (Appendix AI. Children responded to 86 simple
declarative statements on a 7 point likert scale ~ith 1 being ~not at all
like me" and 7 being ".. lot like me~. 27 statementll measured competency
[e.g.~I ",Ill good .t IUth", ~I alll a good artitt"), :27 statement. me....ured
value, or import.nee re.g. ~It is important to me to do well in lr\IIth~.
~Being a good artist is important to _"I, 21 state_nts me....ured .elf-
worth (e.g. "Ooing- w8ll in sports _kes _ teel good", "Getting along with
my parents _ke. me feel important") and 5 .tfltelllllnt. ",e,uured global
worth le.g. "I .11I ... good person", • 1 feel ...ppreei... ted by others").
Prior to the .dlllinbtration of the quenionn.ire, a letter was lent
hOllle to parent. requesting permission for their child to tllke part in the
study. This letter is included in Appendix C. To en.ure anonymity jlnd to
discourage "socially acceptable" responses th.. subjects were not asked to
identify themselves by writ.ing their names on the quest.ionnaire. Only
grade level and ags were required. The se.le Wll, group administ.ered to
student.e in the sample.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship
between domain competency, importance and self-worth. First, dCllla.in
competency and its relationship to self-worth was considered; then the
importance of domain competency and its relationship to self-worth;
finally. how competency and importance together influence self·woreh.
The data analyais consisted of several phasee. In the first phase,
a series of factor analyses were conducted to establish the consistency
and coherency of each of the scales on the questionnaire. In phase two,
analysis of variance procedures were used eo examine how competency and
importance influence self-worth. Finally, cluster analyses of the
competency and importance scales were conducted to determine how
competency and importance interact to influence self- worth. At each phase
only the second order factors were considered. This allowed for ease of
interpretation of data.
The competency, importa!1ice and self-worth scales were individually
subjected to principal axis factoring with varimax rotation. Factor
analysis of competency items (Table 1) yielded scores of competency in
eight domains: Math, Reading, Mudc, Art, Social, Sports, parents and
5.£.5. For each competency scale the factor loadings were consistently
large 1.46 -.93) whereas the non factor loadings were much smaller (-.14-
.34) .
Factor analyl1. ot illlpOrtance it.elU tTable 21 yielded .corell of
importance in 7 dOCllilinll: Academic. Social. Muaic, Sport.., Art., puent a .nd
5.£.5. For each illlpOrtanCfI seale the tactor lc.dings Wf!re consistently
large (.40-.911 wheres. the non factor l~dinga qr. IflUCh. a_.ller 1-
.40).
T.bl.:1. ".ctor Loadings, Competency It__
Loading
on0"0"
Q"
018
0"
Factor 1. Social
· .. I am good looking
... J have lots of friends
... J alii hand.oOllle or pretty
•.. J am a popular penon
... J am attractive lookil'\g
Factor 2. Music
...Mull.1; is easy for me
.•. I a1l good at music
· .. X get good marks in music
Factor 3. Sports
.. J "m good at sports
••. X do well in sports
•• X am a good athlete
Factor 4. Math
...Math is easy for me
... 1 am good at math
... 1 get good marks in math
Factor S. Art
••• X ani a good artist
... 1 ani good at art
· _ .lIrt i ••uy for IIllI
Factor 6. Rsading
... 1 ani good at rea.ding
· .. I get good marks in rea.ding
· •. Reading is easy for me
Factor 7. Parents
• •. My parents love 1I\e
• •• My parents and 1 .spend II lot of time together
· .. I get along well with my parent.
Factor 9. Sooio-Econonic Status (5.::.5.)
.. 1 live in a big house
... I have expenuive clothes
.•. My flll'llily has lots of money
."
.<6
.90
.n
."
.90
.90
."
.n
.92
."
.90
.90
."
.n
."
.n
Va.rianl;e - Soci.l Music Sports Math Jlrt Reading Parents 5.£.8.
3.45 2.72 2.72 2.69 2.66 2.66 2.09 1.85
Loading
Factor ,. Academics
'"
· ..Being a good reader 15 important tome
."
".
... It is important to ~ to do well in math .BO
'"
... It <- important to me to get good marks in ...
reading
'"
.. .0.l;;l;;ing good mark.s in math is important to me ...
'"
... It is Imporl;;ant to me to do well in reading .Bl
'"
· .. Being good. in math ill important '0 ~ .B<
Factor ,. Social
'"
... It <- important to me to be good looking
."
'"
.. Raving lots of friends is imporl;;ant to me .60
'"
... It .. important to me to be handsome or pretty
.",..
.. .Being populat' is important to~
."
'"
.. .Being attractive is imporl;;ant to m. .Bl
Factor 3. Music
,,0 ... It is important to me to get good ll\o1rks in muoic .B6
'"
... It i. important to me to be good in llIUsic .90
'SO ...Doing well in llIUsic ill important to~ .B6
Factor .. Sports
,n .,.It is ilrlportant to me to be good in opoX'ts .Bl
'"
· . .Seing a good athlete ,. important to me
."
'"
· . ,Doing well in sports is importa.nt to me
."
Factor 5.
'"OJ' .. .Being a good artillt is important to~ ."
'"
... It .. important to me to be good in art
."
'51 " .Doing well in itt i. important '0 ~ .Bl
Factor ,. Parents
OJ' ... It <- important '0 rna that my parents love me .8B
'OS ... It i. illlportant '0 ~ to spend time wit;h my ...
'S<
parents
important to me .B1
· . .Getting along with my parents is
Factor ,. Socia-Economic Status IS.E.S.}
,n ... It ill important to me to live in a big houoe
."OSO .. ,Wearing expensive clothes 18 important to llle
."
'"
" .Raving lots of money is important to~ .Bl
variance· Academics social Music Sports Art Parente S.g.s.
4.69 3.51 2.77 2,66 2.60 2,41 2.27
A second order analysis was perfor.ned on t.he 1st. order competency
hct.ora yielding two factora, Academic and Social (Table 3). Academic ....as
compri.sed of the 1st order factors, Math, Reading, Music and Art.. Social
"laB comprised of Social, Sports, Parents, and S.E.S. The factor loadings
for t.he 1st order factors were consistent.ly large (.52- .77) whereas the
non factor loadings were much smaller (-.11-.30).
Academics
Reading
Music:
Art
Soeial
Sporta
Parents
Soeio-Economic seatus (S. E.S.)
Variance
."
."...
."
."
."
.52
.n
1.96
Note, Factor loadings less t.han .40 have been omitt.ed for clarity.
A seeond order factor analyses was also performed on the 1st order
importance factors whict: yi.elded two factors: Academic and social (Table
4). Acadll.mic waB comprised. of the 1st order factors, Aeademic, Art, Musie
and. Parents. Social wall compri.ed of the 1st. order hctors, Social, Spores
and S.E.S. (Socia Economic Status). The fact.or loadings for the 1st. order
factors were substant.ial (. 66-.8S) whereas the non-factor loadinga were
Slllaller (-.11-.23).
Academics
'"MUsic
Parents
Social
Sport,;
Socio-Economie Status (S.E. S.)
Variance 1.36
.B>
.n
.,.
.n
...
...
...
Factor loadings less than .40 have been omitted for clarity.
This particular study focuses only on analyses of second order
factors becaulle of statilltical considerations. Specifically, the large
number of first order factors combined with the relatively large number of
groups that emerge in the cluster analyses yielded a considerably large
number of statistical tests. Thi.9 increased the likel.lhood that some
eomparisons would be statistically detectable by chance alon·.l. This
problem walS minimized. considerably by examining second order factors
because the number of factors is reduced, therefore the chance of m,llking
a type 1 error is significantly reduced. Another reason for focusing on
second order factors is one of interpretation. The smaller nUll\ber of
second order factors makes interpretations of results easier. We can see
patterns and relation..hips more clearly. However, in combining first order
tactors this type of information is overlooked.
Do..in Comp.t.nsy _ Me and Oendar Ifhct!
"cedeic C9!II!.tency
In order to determine if there were age and gender differences il;
childrens' perceptions of their academic competencies, a 2x2 b'!.'tween
groups contrast was conducted using a <lenen.l Linear Modelling Procedure.
The results revellled a statistically detectable main effects for grade
[F(1,2SS). 23.66, p".OsJ and gender (F(l,2SSl_14.2l,p".OS] but no
lnteraction effect; (Table S). Specifically, grade 4 students perceived
themselves to be more competent academically than grade 7 students and
fer· .• ",s perceived themselves to be more competent academically than their
male counterparts (Table 6),
Tabl' 5. S\I1IIlllIlry Statiatica of Between Group Contre.ta for Perc,ivad
AcadaMic Competancy
df
Grade
Gender
arade*Oender
Error
,
,
,
'"
20.86
12.53
.37
224.85
20.86
12.53
.37
."
23.66
14 .21
.<2
".os
".OS
>.os
Tabla 6, Keana and Standard Daviationa of Aced_ic COlllpatancy by Oender
and Grada
Grade 4
Grade 7
Total
."
-.49
-.23
.n
1.09
1.06
.<3
-.03
.22
Female
.69
1.02
.B9
Total
.30
-.27
.S>
1.08
Social C9!!patancy
A similar 2X2 between groups contrast was performed on perceptiona
of social competency scores, The results of this analysis revealed no main
effects for gender or grade, and no interaction effects (Table 7). In
other words grade 4's and grade 7's perceived themselvca equally competent
socially, as did males and females {Table el.
SUDDary Statiatics of Batween Group Contresta tor Perceiveel
Soci.. l Competency
Graele
Gender
Grade*Gender
Error
,
,
,
'"
1.58
.OS
3.35
233.41
1.58
.OS
3.35
."
1.62
."3.43
:>.OS
:>.05
:>.OS
Meana anel Stanelarel Deviationa of Sociel COlllpetency by aeneler
and Oraele
Grade 4
Grade 7
Total
.28
-.14
.05
Male
."1.05
1.00
·.09
·.04
-.07
FellUlle
1.04
."1.00
Total
."
-.09 ."1.00
Cluster analy...
In an at.tempt t.o identify pot.ent.ial subgroups wit.hin the aample a
cluster analysis was performed on the second order competency factor
scores. Specifically, competency scores at each gr,,-de level were subjected
to a hierarchical cluster analysis using Ward's method (this method was
used in performing all cluster analyses throughout the st.udy). In grade 4
a three cluster solution was retained and in grade ? a five cluster
solution was retained baeed upon a sharp drop in the t2 statistic and a
plateauing increase on the incremental R2 (Figures 1,21.
\00 ,-------------------,
80
60
..
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11 13
Figure 1. Clueters of competeney items, second ord"ar ~actor8 -
Grade 4.
\00,-----
x
SR2
S12
13 15
Figure 2. Clusters of competency items, second order factors -
Grade 1.
A betw~en groupe repeated measures omnibus test using General Linear
Modelling procedure, was used in comparing groups. If the interaction
effect was statistically detectable (at .05) a series of tests of simple
main effecte within each group was eonduct'!!d.This was followed by a
posteriori contrasts bet"'e'!!n groups to see whieh groups differed in '!!aeh
domain. The eritical t value was set at :1:.85, 0(. ... 005.
Grade'
Results of the between groups repeated measures omnibup test (Table
9) indicated an effect for Group (F(2,1l2) .. 171.03, p.<.05]. and Domain
(F(1,1.12) .. 23.36, p<.OS}. MOst importantly, there waB an interaction
effect [F(2,112) .. 16.88, peDS].
Tabl. 9. R.p••t.d M.a.ur•• Analyai. of Varianc. T••t. of Ky;Ioth•••• fOl:
Betw.en Subject. Kfrect.
df
~~~~~1. , 105.25 52.62
'"
34.46 .31
Domain , 7.93 7.93 23.36 <.05
~~:~n.GrOUp1 , 11.46 5.13 16.88 <.05
'"
38.02 .33
A test of simple main effects within each group (Table 10) yielded
no effect for group 1. {F(l,401 • . 07, p,..oosJ aOld group 2 {F(l,57} ... 09,
p". 005]. Both groups perceived themselves as being equally cOll\petent in
hoth domainp. However there was an effect for group 3 (F(I,18) .. 40.5, p
<. OOS}, Students in group 3 perceived themselves to be lowe:r in social
competency than academic competency (Figure 3),
Socbllnd lodunlc competrnq -Cndc 4
..,
.C-.I
----.
0.'
-,
.0.' ~·l.S -,
.,
Sc:cial Ac3demic GldnlWOf1l
~..- ~...-
Figure 3. Profile of 90cial and academic compet.ency clust.ers -
Grade -t.
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
.0>
.03
13 .17
.0>
.03
13.17
.OJ
.09
40.5
:>.005
:>.005
"'.005
A posteriori contrast.s bet.ween groups of grade 4 students (Tables
11, 12) indicat.ed significant differences bet....een groups 1 !lna 2 in both.
t.he socitll (btl-OS) and Academic (t_10.47) dOlllalns. Differences also
occurred bet....een groups :2 and 3 in the Social (t ..15.34) and Academic
(t.-4.49) domains.
Table 11. Social COlllPeteney • A Poeteriori Contraete aetween Groupe
diff
Group 1 vs 2
Group 2 vs 3
Group 2 vs J
Group 1 vs 2
0.95 0.01 40 57 O.J.I 0.94 11.05 <.01
0.01 -1.70 57 18 0.34 1.71 15.34 <.01
Acadeaic Competency - A Poetariori Contra.t. Batwean Groups
dif!
0.04 -0.46 57 18 0.34 0.50 4.49 <.01
0.93 0.04 40 57 0.34 0.89 10.47 <.01
In summary, results indicated (Figure 3) that group 1 !Itudents
perceived themselves as being more competent academically and socially
than did students in group 2. Group 3 students perceived themselves as
being less competent in these domains than did students in groups 1 and 2.
However. group 3 students perceived themselves as being more competent
..eademleally than socially. Group 3 students may be compensating for their
lack of success in the Social domain by trying harder academically.
Grad, 7
The between groups repeated measures ollU'libus .test (Table 131
an effect for Group IP(4.116) • 80.21, p<.05] and Domain
[f(l.116 •. 02, p<.OS). More importll.ntly, thete was an intel':action effect
[f(4.116) • 66.72, peOS}.
Tabl. 13. a.p••ted ....1,11'•• An.1y.i. of Vadanc. T•• t. of Hypotb•••• for
••t_n sub'.ct. aU.ct•
.,
Group1 . 110.27 27.56
Error U6 39.86 0.34
<.05
.....'n , 0.004 0.004 0.02DOmain-Groupl . 74.31 18.57 '6.72 c.OS
Ern'!:" (Poadn) U6 32.29
."
This .... follo..ed. by • series of te.t. of simple rnain effects (Table
14) ..hich yielded.n efhct for Group 2 [F(1,J41 .. 26.17, pc.OOS]. Group
3 [F(l.27) .. 51.31, pc.OOS}, Group" [F(l,14) .89.41, pc.OOSI, and Group
5 [F(l,2S) • 9J.9, pc.OOS). However there .... no effect for Group 1
[Fll,201 ... 67, P).OOS). Group 1 students perceived thel1l6elves as being
equally competent in both domains. However, grede 7 students. in other
groups perceived them.elvea a8 being l1lOre or le•• competent in one dom.ain
than the other lFigure 41.
_.
Figure". Profile of lIocial .nd ecedelllic competency clu.tera -
Grade 7.
df
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
IJroup 5
.19
1.58
14.87
25.93
27.22
.19
7.58
14.87
25.93
27.22
."26.17
S1. 31
8!L41
9).9
>.005
... 005
<.OOS
<.005
<.005
A posteriori contrasts bet ....een groups (Table lSI imlic:ated
significant ,Utterances in the Social domain between groups 2. and 3
(t. ... -11.51) and groups 3 and 4 (t.. l1.60).
dUf
Group 1 VB 3
Group 2. '/S 3
Group 2. vs 5
Group 3 va 4
0.98 0.12
-0.39 0.72
-0.39 -0.36
-0.39 ·1.82
20
,.
,.
,.
2"/ 0.28 0.26 2.36 >.01
27 0.28 ·1.11 -U.S1 C,01
26 0.28 -0.03 -o.n >.01
27 0.28 1.43 11.60 <.01
In the Academic oomaio (Table 16) significant differences occurred
between 9t"oUps 1 and 3 (t..10,52}, groups 2. and 5 (t_21.44) and groupe 3
and 4 It.-3.s7).
Group 1 vs J
Group 2. VB 4
Group 2. va 5
Group 3 4
Mean 1 Mean 2.
0.83 ·0.33
0.28 0.11
0.28 -1.81
-0.33 0.11
",.
"H
"19,.
"
dirf
0.28 1.16 10.52 <.01
0.28 0.17 1.43 ,..01
0.28 2.09 21.44 <.01
0.28 -0.44 ·3.57 <.01
These results indicatec:l (Figure 4) that group 3 students perceivec:l
themselves as being more competent socially than students in groups 2 and
4. Ho....ever. group 3 students were less competent academically than
students in groups 2 and 4. Group 3 students may be compensating for their
lack of succes.!l in the Academic domain by trying harder to achieve in the
Social domain. Likewise, students in groups 2 and 4 may be compensating
for lack of success in the Social domain by achieving in the Academic
domain. Compared to group 2, group 5 students perceived themselves ao
being just as competent socially but not competent academically. These
students may be trying harder to be accepted by their peers to compensate
for lack of success in the Academic domain.
Results of the between groups repeated measures omnibus test (Table
171 indicated a main effect for Group (F(l,lll) _ 11.53, p<.OS).
Repe.eed .e••ure • .t.n.lyei. of Vari&Jlce 'I'••~. of Hypo~he.ee for
Betwe.n Subject_ Bff.c~e
Dependent Varisble: GLOBAL
df
,
m
14.84
71.46
".
.f
A posteriori contrasts bet....een groups (Table 18) indicated
oignHicant differences bet....een groups 1 and 2 (t_S.40).
diff
Croup 2 vs 1
Group 1 vs 2
-0.01 -o.n 57 11 0.6'" 0.36 2.JS ~.Ol
0.60 -0.03 40 57 0.6'" 0.63 5.40 c.Ol
This analysis indicatsd (Figure 11 that st\1dents in grO\1p 1
petceived thelll8elvee al being very cOlflpetent socially and academically .nd
had high global seU:-worth. Group 2 students perceived thelll3elves as being
Ius COll'.petent lIocially and academically and had le.. global self-worth.
Although there were no significant diUerences in the global self-worth of
gro\1ps 2 and J, these gro\1pl!I did diUer significantly in 1I0cial and
academic competency (Tables 15, 16). Unlike group 2 atudents who reported
average social .nd .c.demic competency, group J IItude\lts reported low
academic competency and much lower social competency. Interelltingly, there
were no significant diUerences in the globsl selt- worth of both thelle
groups. For group 3 st\1dente, global self-woreh seemed to depend on
.c.demic compeeence. Ie would appear ehae for se\1denell in groups 1 and 2,
self-woreh depended on being competene in both domains. These resulte are
reflected in the correlations analysis of second order competence snd
global self-worth scores (Table 19) which indicaet!'d, that, in grade .,
self-worth depends on being COIIlpII!tent in the Academic: (r_.00011 and Social
domains 1r-.OOOll.
• denotes p<. OS
Results ot the between groups repeated measures omnibus test (Table
20) indicated an etfect for group [F(4,llS) _ 10.43, p< .05)
R.p••tad Xaa.ur•• AD.ly.i. of V.rianc. Ta.t. of Hypoth•••• for
s.t_.n Subj.cta Iffaeta
Dependent Variable: GLOBAL
Source df
4
m
38.61
106.42
9.65
0.92
A posteriori contrasts of groups (Table 21) indicsted. significant
differences between groups 2 and 4 (t_4.62).
diff
Group 1 Via 3 0.63 0.28 20 21 0.93 0.35 1.14 no
Group 2 va 5 -0.21 -0.50 34 26 0.93 0.23 1.29 no
Group 2 Via '" -0.28 -1.28 14 34 0.93 1.00 4.62 yea
Results of this analylis (Figu.re 4) indic..ud that groups 1 ..nd )
hild silllil.. r social competency but diff.red in aCllldelllic competency.
Students in these groups hild the SillIIe self·worth. Groups 2 and S hild
shular social eompeteney but differed in acade-ic eompeteney. Group :I
students had higher aeademic competency thiln their eounterparta in group
S. However. both groups hlIld silllilar global worth. COll'lpare<l to grOt1p 1,
group 2 students had similar academic cOlllpl!tency and lower social
competency. Both then groupe ditfered in globill worth. Group 1 stlldents
had higher glo~l wol:.'th than students in group 2. Although groups 2 ;lnd 4
had higher academic cOll'lpeteney than group ) they had lO....l!r social
compl!tency and lo....er global worth than group) students.
From these rellults we may conclude that for gnde 1 IItudente, social
competency is more important to global worth than academic competency.
Thes. rellulta are ranected in the correlational analyses of competency
and global worth Ilcale BCOres ....hich indicated that, in grade 1, global
self-worth is related to being competent in the Soe1al dOlllain (Table 22).
IMP_ACA
IMP_SOC 0.29
CCIolP_ACA
COMP_SOC
• denotes p<.OS
I9ort.nc. of POuin CO!!!I!.t.ncy • Ag. and Gander 'fbgt!
In the Acedelllig DO!Dfin
In ordel" to determine if there were age and gender differences in
the importance children placed on competency in the Academic dOlMin, two
2x2 between gl"oupa contrasts were conducted using II. General Linear
Modelling Procedure. In the Academic domain, the results revealed a
statistically detectable main effectQ for grade [F II, 250) _62.10, p<. 05]
and gender (F(l,2S0)_14.B9, p<.os] but no interaction effect (Table 23).
Specifically, grade 4 students placed more importance On competenCY in the
Academic domain than grade 1 students and females placed higher importance
On academic competency than their male counterparts (Table 24) .
SUIIIUI.ry St.d.tic. of B.tv••n Group COntra.t. for P.rceived
Ac.d.-ic I.1llp9rtanc.
df
Grade
Gender
Grade·Gender
Error
,
,
,
'"
54.93
12.05
0.00
202.46
54.93
12.05
0.00
."
67.83
14.89
0.00
c.os
<.05
,..05
M.anl .nd Stand'l"d D.vi.tion. of Ac.deeic Importanc. by G.nd.r
.nd ()red.
.---'-D .---'-D
GJ:ade 4
Grade 1
Total
.n
-0.64
-0.23
. n
1.12
1.12
..,
·0.24
.20
..,
."
."
...
-0.44
.n
1.06
In lb. Sod,l Domain
Results of the 2x2 between groups contrast performed on the !locial
importance scores revealed a statistically detectable main effect for
gender !F(1,24B) ..S.S4, p<.05). There was no effect for grade and no
interaction effect (Table 25). Specifically, grade 4 and grade 7 students
place equal importance on competency in the Social domain, however, malll!s
place more importance on aocial compll!tency than their female counterparts
(Table 26).
Table :l5, Sw=,.ry Statistic. of B.tw••n Group Contr•• t. for P'l:c.iv.d
Soc1.1 Importanc.
Of
Grade
Gender
Grade*Gender
Error
,
,
,
'"
.OJ
5.40
.S9
241.94
.OJ
5.40
.S9
."
.03
5.54
."
'.05
<.05
'.05
M.an. and Stand.rd D.vi.tion. of soci.l IllIportllnc. by O.nd.r
and Orad•
Grade 4
Grade 7
'['otal
...,.
.22
.08
.14
.94
1.00
."
Female
-0.17
-0.12
-0.14
1.06
."
."
.004
-9. 01
1.02
.97
clu.l:!r Andy.it • ges;pnd Ord.r Pactor!
In an attempt to identify potential subgroups "'ithin the sample and
possible patterns existing within t.he groups a c!\lster analyses wan
performed of the second order importance "iIcale 6corell. In grade 4, a lIix
cluster solution was retained and in grade 7 a four cluster solution was
retained {Figures 5 and 61.
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Figure S. Clustl!t's of second order illlpot'tance t:ac:tQrs ~ Gt'ade 4.
y.
Figu<e 6. CLusters of sec';md order importance fa.ct.Qr;g - Grade 7.
Results of the between groups repeated measures omnibus tQst (Table
21) indicated an effect for Group (F{S,106)_103.60, p<.OS] and Domain
[F{1,106)_BS.4J, pc.os]. Most importantly, there was an interaction effect
{F{S,106)_11.41, p<.OS].
R.p••t.el M•••ur•• An.ly.i. of Varianc. T•• t .. of Hypoth•••• for
fletw••n Subjects aff.cts
df
Clroupl S 96.38 19.38
Error
'"
19.8J 0.18
Domain 1 10.9J 10.9J 88.43 <.05
Domain·Groupl S 47.91 9.51 17.41 <.05
Error
'"
13.10 0.12
(Domain)
A test of simple main effects within each group (Table 28) yielded
no effect for group 1 [F(1,J4)_2.08, p:>.OOS] or group 2 [F(l,26)_.08,
p:>.005J. Students in each group placed equal value on competency in botb
the Social and Academic domains. However, there was an effect for group 3
[F(1,22)-l56.25, p<.OOSj, group 4 [F{1,12)_49.42, p<.005!, group 5
[F(1,lO)_210.58, p<.OOS] and group 6 (F(1,B)_n.OO,p<.005). ande 4
students in these groups valued social competency more or less than
academic competency (Figure 1).
"
Soc:bl.a4 ....dcmlc ..~_Cndt~
,
U ....~, ... '... ....'" ...'.,,.. ........
.,
S...
""''''''.
Globalwonh
-- -
Fi'3\lre 1. Prolile ol locial and academic importance clusters
Orade ..
Ol'QUp 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
Group 5
Group 6
0.25
0.01
18.74
5.92
25.26
11.04
0.25
0.01
18.74
5.,::iI
2S.::iI6
11.0~
2.08
.08
l56.::iIS
49.41
nO.58
'::iI.OO
:>.005
:>.005
<.005
<.005
<.005
<.005
A posteriori between groupe indicated significant
differences in tbe Social dQl'llilin (Table 2') between groups 2 and 3
It-6.:Hl, groups 1 and 6 It.·S.U) and groups 3 and S (t_l0.60). In the
Academic domain ITable 32) differences occurred between groups 1 and 5
It_3.06), groups 1 and) (t_3.28) and group" and 6 (t__ J.761.
Group , v. , -0.64 _1.47
" "
0.12 -0.17 -1.62 >.01
Group , , -0.03 -0.48
" "
0.12 0.45 6.34 <.01
Group 1 v. , 0.93 1.43 8 H 0.12 -0.50 -5.19 <.01
Group , v. , -0.48 -1.47 n 10 0.12 0.99 10.60 <.01
Tabl. 30. Academe IlIIportanc•• A Postariori Contra.ta aetvaan Groups
Mean 1 Mean , diff t
Group , S 0.83 0.18 22 10 0.12 c.os 0.54 >.01
Group 1 v. , 1.05 0.78
"
10 0.12 0.27 3.06 <.01
Group 1 , 1.05 0.83
"
H 0.12 0.22 3. 28 <.(11
Group , v. , -0.01 -0.23 8
"
0.12 0.22 2.22 >.01
Group , v. , -0.65 -0.23 8
"
0.12 -0.42 -3.76 <.01
These results (Figure 7) indicated seudents in group 2 placed more
importance on social competence than did student5 in groupe 3 and 5.
However, students in groups 3 ilnd 5 placed higher importance on academic
competence than their group 2 counterparts. Group 6 students placed higher
importance on social competence than students in group 1 but, unlike group
1 who also placed high importance on academic competence, group 6 students
placed low importance on academic competence.
Grad• .,
Results of the between groups repeated measures. omnibus
Grsde 7 students' scores (Table 31) indicated an effect for Group
[F(3,125) .84.80, <.051 and Domain (FCI, 125) .37.34, p<.OS]. There was
no interaction effect.
Tul. 31. .....~.A....QE'•• 1u:l..ly.b of V..rbnc. T.at. of Bypot.h.... for
..~_ .ubjeeu .!feet..
'f SS
Groupl , 100.14 33.38 c.05
Error 125 49.20 0.39
"",,",In 1 11.1.3 11.13 37.34 c.OS
DocIlain·aroupl 0 0 0 0 >.05
Error 125 37.27 0.2'
This "'". followed by ••eriea of t.eata of aimple lM.in effect.s (Table
32) ",hich yielded an affect. for group 2 [p(l,:nl .. 31.4, pc.OOS], group 3
(P(l,57l _15,1, pc.OOS] and group" [P(l,HI .. 256.00, p.,,-005]. Theae
group. valueo1 academic cOlllp4!t.ency lIlOre or le•• than aocial compet.ency.
TheJ:"e waa no eft'ect for group l[F(l,16) .. 2.08, p>.OOS}. GJ:"OUP 1 st.udents
placed equal importance on compet.ency in both domain. (Pigure-.8).
Soc~.ndKadcrnk IlllportaCIC'C - Cnde 7
.. ,-------------------,
-,
...
_.
v.... _.-u _.~
-.. Sod"
_.
G__
- --
Pigure 8. Profile of aocial and academic import.ance cluat.era • Grade 7.
df
Group 1
Group :2
Group 3
G["Oup 4
0.62
9.42
4.52
76.89
0.62
9.42
4.52
76.89
'.0
31.4
15.1
256.0
~. 005
<.oos
<.005
<.OOS
A posteriori comparisons groups (Table H) indicated
significant differences bet....een groups land:2 (t. .. -4.SS) and groups :2 and
3 (t __ !1.36) and in the Social domain.
Group 1 va 2 -1.23 -0.72
Group :2 va 3 -0.72 0.19
Group 3 VB 4 0.59 (1.47
diff
" "
0.30 -0.52 -4.55 <.01
" "
0.30 -0.91 -9.36 c.01
" "
0.30 0.11: 1.27 >.01
In the Academic domain (Table 34) significant. differences occurred
bet.ween groups 1 and 4 (t.. -9.58) and groups 1 <:'.nd:2 (t .. -10.78).
Tabl. 34. "ead_me IlllPoJ:'tanca _ A Poatarior! Contr•• t. Batw••n Group.
diff
Group :2 VB 3 0.20 0.19 22 57 0.30 0.01 0.10 >.01
Group 1 VB 4 -2.06 -1.01 26 24 0.30 -1.05 -9.58 <.01
Group 1 va 2 -1.01 0.20 26 22 0.30 -1.21 -10.78 <,01
Results indicated (Figure 9) that group 3 students placed higher
importance on social competence than students in group 2. However, no
differences occurred between these groups in the importance placed on
academic competence. students in both groups placed equally high
importance on competency in the Academic domain. Group l students placed
less importance on Academic competence than group 2 students but more
importance on competency in this domain than students in group". Students
in group " placed very low importance on academic competence but they
considered Soci.. l competence to be very important.
Results of the between groups repeated measurelil omnibue test on the
global self-worth variable (Table 35) indicated an effect for Group [F{5,
105) ... 563, p ... 051.
Tabl. 35. R.p••t.d Mee.ure. Analy.i. of Varianc. Te.t. of Kypotha••• for
B.tw••n Subjaot. 8ff.ct.
Dependent Variable:
df
Groupl
Error
A posteriori
18.13
61.61
3.62
0.64
(Table 36) indicated no signit"icant
differences between groups 1 and S or 2 and 6. However, differences
occurred between groups 2 and S.
diU t
GJ:O\IP 1. vs 5 0.52 0.35
Group 2 vs 6 -0.20 -0.51
GJ:O\IP 2 vs 5 -0.20 .35
14 10 0.64 0.11 0.8" :>.01
26 8 0.64 O.ll 1.36 :>.01
26 1.0 0.64 -0.55 -2.61 c.01.
These results lIugglll1ted (Figure 11 that students in groups 3 ..nd 5
had high global selt-worth. However, both these groups reported low soci .. l
importance and high Academic importance. This indicated that, to studenta
in groups 3 and 5, global self-worth depended on the importance placed on
competency in the academic domain, The 8/lllIt! II\lIIY be said for students in
gl;'oup 6. These atudento placed very high importance on social compstsncy
but below average impol;'tllncft on academie eompetency, These students had
low global self-worth. The high importance placed on competency in the
soci..l domain did not have a positive i~ct on the global self-worth of
91;'0uP 6 students.
These result. are reflected in the corrslationa analysia of aecond
order importance and global self-worth acore. IT.ble UJ which indicated
tMt for gn,de " Itudentl, global self-'fOrth is rslated. to the importance
pl..ced on eompetency in the Acadeaic domAin Ir_,OOO1.).
ResulU of the between groups I;'epested _asur.s. omnibus tsst on
glob..l s.U-worth (Tabl. 37J indicated an effect for group [P(J ,124J .. 5. l5'7 ,
pc.05].
Tabl. )7. R.p.atlld M•••ur•• An.lyai. of V.rianc. T••t. of Hypoth•••• for
B.t•••n Subj.cU affact.
Dependent:. Variable:
of
Groupl
Error
,
'"
A posteriori
17.67
128.96
5.99
1.04
between groups (Table 38) indicated
significant differences between groups 1 and 3 (t__ 4. 51) .nd groups 3 and
4 (t_4.79), Differences a180 occurred between qroups 2 and 4 It_2.BO),
diff t
Group 2 v. , 0,01 0,::l6
"
,. 1.04 -0.25 -1.42 >.01
Group 1 v.
·
-0,51 -0,58
" "
1.04 0.07 O. )4 >.01
Group 1 YO , -0,51 0.01
"
22 1.04 -0.52 -2.49 >.01
Group 1 v. , -0,51 0.::l6
" "
1.04 -0,71 -4.51 •.. 01
Group , v.
·
0.26 -0.58
" "
1.04 0.84 4.79 <.01
Group 2 v.
·
0.01 -0.58
"
,. 1.04 0.59 2.80 <.01
Results indicated (figure 9) that students 1n group) placed higher
importance on competency in the Academic domain th.n groups 1, :2 and 4 and.
higher importance on competency in the Social domain than groups 1 and 2.
Further, Students in group) had higher global worth than students in the
other groups. Compared to g1:0Up 3, students in grou'p 1 placed less
importance on competency in the Social and Academic domains and had lowe%'
global worth, Students in groups ) and 4 were similar in the importance
they placed on social competency but group 4 placed less importance on
academic competency than group 3 and reported lQ\ler global worth. These
results indicated that for stUdents in groups 1, J and ... global worth is
associated with being cOlllpeeent in ehe Social and Academic domains. These
resules lire refleceed in ehe correlation analysh of second order
imporeance and global self- ....orrh scale scores (Table 22) which indieated
that, in grade 7 glob.1l self-worth is related to the imporeance placed on
cOlllpetency in the Acad'lmic {r_.0001} and Social (r_.OOOS) domaina.
Interestingly, there was no significant difference in the global worth of
students in groups 2 and 3. Both groups had similar global self- worth,
however, both groups differed significantly in the importance they placed
on competency in the Social domain. Group :2 students placed lower
importance on social cOlllpetence than group 3. It is possible that student.s
in group 2 may bs devaluing social competenee because of lack of success
in this domain. However, if thia is so, group 2 students could be
experiencing success in some other domain not measured in this study. Thiu
may havs had a posieive effect on t.heir global worth.
Competency X JlIlportance - JlIlp_pt on 91gbal SeU_Worth
To investigate the impact of competency and importance on glohal
self-worth, 2 cluster analyses were performed at each grade level on t.he
2nd order competency and importance scores in dOlTl<'lin. In grade 4, a four
cluster solution was retained in the Academic domain ana a five eluscer
solution was retained in the social domain (Figures 9 and 10). In grade 7,
a six cluster solution waa retained in bot.h domains (Figures 11 and 121.
"
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Figure 9. Clul!Iters of social competence and impo;-tance items
Grade 4.
y
Figure 1.0. Clusters of academic competence IIl\d importance items _
Grade 4.
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Figure 11. Clustere of social eompetence and illlPOrtanc:e items .
arade 7.
180 ~---------_._-------
''0
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Figure 12. clusters of academic competence and import.nce itema -
Orade 7.
At uo;h gu.de level the interaction ot" 80cial. COlIpl!Itency and SOc1.. l
illlpOrtance was eXUlined, then the interaction of academic COlIIPII!tenc::y and.
academic illpOrtance. Thit "ae followed by examining how these interaction.
i~cted global worth.
gnd. 4 • 'oe1a1 cgep.ttney X Social. IF9rt;anc'
Resul till of the betWen group. repeated lIlU.ures OIlUlibut test (T.able
]91 indicated. 0In effect for Group [F( .... 10... }_21l.19. pc.OS]. 'l'bere .... no
effect for component [FI1.10"') _0.11. p~.05, but there WoJ.S an interactlon
effect [F(4.104)_ZO.SO. peOS].
Tabl. 39. R.p••t.1! .....ur•• M.lyeie of V.ri8nc. T ••t. ot: Hypotb••b for
Set.nn Subjact. affact.
df
Groupl . 155.17 38.94 213.19
Error 10< l.8.n 0,18
Socia~ 1 0,21 0.21. 0.17 ~. OS
:=~~1.Group1 . 22.50 5.62 20.50 <.05
10< 28.5S 0.27
A tlltt ot" 8illlple ..in effects within each group (Table 40) yielded
<lt1 effect for group 1 [1"(1.21)_19.96, pc.oosl, group 2{Fll.2S1_2S.2.
pc.OOS) and group 1[P(1.U)_31.2, pc.oos). There wa. no effect for group
4IF{l,331_1.6S, p~.005) or group S(F(I •.u1_4.5, p>.OOSI: FOr .tudenu in
groups 1.2, and J, their perceptions of 80ci.l competence WIlre more or
Ie•• than the import...nce they placed on being competent in thilll domain
(Figure 13).
l"'roGItotMdlleomptkllcf XhDportaIlctdllstcn -Crade 4
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pigure 13. Profile of Bocial eompetency X i.~rt.nc:e clUBurB
GradB4.
Group 1 5.48 5.48 1.9.' :>.005
oroup , 6.93 6.'3 <ZS.2 :>.005
oroup , 8.58 8.58 31..2 :>.005
Group . 0.45 0.45 1.' <.005
Group 5 1.26 1.25 ... <.005
A poBteri.Qri. contrasts between groups for social coqletenc:y (Table
41) indicated 8ignitic:ant differenceB between groupB 1. and 3 (t--',83) and
groups 1. and 5 (tdS. 05) .
Table 41. Soci.l COlllpetency - A Poeteriori Contraat. Between Gro~p.
diff
Group J 'IS 4 0.78 0.95
Group 1 'IS 3 -0.22 0.78
Group 1 'IS 5 -0.22 ·1.75
GrOUp 1 'IS 2 -0.22 -0.22
14 33
23 14
23 14
23 2S
0.18 -0.17 -1. 78 ~ .01
0.18 -1.00 -9.83 <.01
0.18 1.5315.aS <.01
0.18 0.00 0.00 ~.01
A postel'iori contrasts between groups fol' social importance (Table
42) indicated significant differences between groups 3 and 4 (t __ 15.47)
and groups 1 and 2 (td3 .15).
social IIQPortance - A POllteriori Contraats Betveen Group.
Mean 1 Mean 2 diff
Gl'OUp 3 'IS '" • 0.32 1.16 14 33 0.18 -1.48 ·15.47 <.01
Group 1 'IS 2 0.47 ·0.67 23 25 0.18 1.14 13.15 <.01
A profile of social competency X importance clusters (Figure 13)
sho....s differences between groups 1 and 5 in social competency. Although
both groups perceived themaelves as being less competent socially,
students in group 1 pel'ceived themselves as being far more competent than
students in group 5. Unlike group 5, students in group 1 conaidered social
competence to be very important. Group 5 students may be devaluing social
competency as a way of coping with lack of success. in this domain.
Students in group 3 perceived themselves as being more competent socially
th~n group 1. Ho....ever, Group 3 placed low importance on being competent
socially ....hereas students in group 1 considered social competence to be
very important. Although no differences occurred bet.ween groups 1 and 2 in
social competency, there were differences in t.he value the groups placed
on social competency. Although student.s in groups 1 and 2 considered
ehemselves to be equally competent in the social domain they perceived
themselves as performing below average socially. However, group 1 students
placed high value on social competence whereas studenes in gl'OUp 2 did not
consider competence to be important. For group :2 students, devaluing
social competence may be a way of coping with failure in this domain.
There was little differences between groups 3 and 4 in social cOlllpetence.
Both groups perceived th.emselvea as being competent socially. However,
both groups differed in the impol'tance placed on social competence.
St\ldents in grO\lP 4 considered social competence to be important whereslI
st\ldents in grO\lP 3 cons ide ted l;:ompetence in the Social domain to be
unimpottant.
So..ial COlllp,t,ncy x Social Imporlian.., - IpmacIi on Global S,l!-Wotth
~
Res\llts of the between groups l'epeated measures omnibus test {Table
431 indicated an effect fat GtO\lP (F(4,1031_3.93, p<.osl.
Tabla U. Rapllatad. Maa.\lra. Analyli. at" Varianc, T"t. at: Hypothlla.a for
Beliw••n Subj IlCIiS BttllcliS
Dependent Variable,
df
Gro\lpl
Error
.
103
A postedori
11.11
72.93
2.77
0.70
beliween groups (Table 44) indicated
significant differences between groups 1 and S (t,.·:2.82).
diff
Group 3 Vil • 0.&9 0.26
Group 1. vs 2 0.05 0.10
Group 1 vs 5 -0.52 0.05
14 3) 0.11 0.43 2.26 ,..01
23 25 o.n -0.05 -0.29 ,..01
23 14 0.71 -0.57 -2.82 <.01
The profile of 80cial competency X importance clusters (Figure 131
indicated that groups 3 and 4 had similar social competence and global
worth. However, they differed significantly in social importance
It__ 1S.41}. Group 3 had lower importance than group 4. Groups 1. and 2 had
similar social competence and similar global wortb. Like their
counterparts in groups 3 and 4, groups 1 and 2 <littered significantly in
social importance (t_13.1S1. Group 2 had lower social importance than
group 1. Theoe results indicated that for students in theee groups,
importance placed on social competency had little impact on global worth.
These results are reflected in the corre.lation analyses of second order
factors (Table 19) which indicated that., for grade 4 students, global
worth is related to social competency (r_.OoOl). Interssting results were
indicated for groups 4 and S. The global worth of group 4 students was
lower than their social competency or social importance. It woul<\ seem
that neither social competency or the importance placed on social
competency had an impact on the global worth of theae students. For group
5. perceptions of social competence and the importance s.tudents placed on
social competence was lower than their global worth. Like their
counterparts in group 4, social competency and the importance placed on
social competency had little impact on their global worth. For group 4
students. other factors may be negatively affecting their global worth.
Group S suggests devaluing social competence as a means of preserving
global worth.
Grad, • - Acad.mic Comp.t.ncy X Agad'lIlic Importanc.
Results of the between groups repeated measures omnibus test (Table
4S) indicated an effect tor Group (F(3,1l6).14).80, pc.OSland Domain
(F(1,116} .. 49.13, pc.OS]. Most importantly, there was an interaction effect
(F(3.116) .. 49.13, pc.OSl.
Tabl. 45. Rap••tad M••aut"•• Analyaia of v.rianc. T••t. of Hypoth•••• tor
B.tw••n Subjects aff.ct.
Group2 3 86.90 28.96
Errot" n' 23.36 0.20
Academic
Academic·
3 15.68 S.22~~~~~ H6 12.34 0.10
This was followed by a seJ:les of tests of simple main effects (Table
46) which yielded an effect for group 2 [F(1,32) .. 7.78, pc.OOS} and group
3 (F(1,1S)"149.6, pc.OOS]. There was no effect for group 1 {F(l,67} ..J.?S,
p>.OOS! or group 4 [F(l,4}.2.62, p>.OOS}. This indicatea that lngroups 2
and J, the students perceptions of llcademic competence did not equal the
importance placed on compeeeney in that domain (Figure 14).
rrordt orta6ernlc compc~nqXImportance duskrs - G~de.
,..
0.'
~..
•1.5
_.
-
Global worth
Figure 14. Profile ot academic cocnpetency X importance clusters -
Grade 4.
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
0.39
0.82
15.85
0.27
0.39
0.82
15.85
0.27
3.75
7.78
149.6
2.62
:0.005
<.005
<.005
:0.005
A postel:iori contrasts of groups for academic competency (Tabla 49)
indicated oignificant dittel:ences between groups 2 and 3 (t_17.17) and
groups 1 and 2 (t_n.sO).
Table 47. Acad_ic COlIIpetency - A Poetuiori Contr.ete Between Groupe
Group 2 vs J 0.18 -0.97 67 15 0.11 1.15 17.17 <.01
Group J va 4 -0.91 -1.25 IS 6 0.11 0.2B 2.47 ~.01
Group 1 vs 2 0.91 0.81 67 32 O.H 0.63 12.50 cOl
A posteriori contrasts at groups for academic importance (Table -IBI
indicated significant differences occurred between groups 2
(t__ 5.261, groups 1 and 3 (t_4.B7) and groups 3 and 4 (t_U.291.
Mean 1 Mean 2
Gro\lp 2 va 3 -0.04 0.4B
Group 1 vs 3 0.92 0.48
Group 3 vs 4 0.48 -1.55
dUf
32 15 0.20 -a.52 -5.26 <.01
67 15 0.20 0.44 4.87 cOL
15 6 0.20 2.03 1.3.29 cal
A proUle of academic competency X importance clusters (Figure 14\
indicated that Students in group 1 placed more importance on academic
competence and perceived themselves as being more competent than studenta
in group 2. Group 2 students perceived themselves as being more competent
than students in group 3, however group J students placed higher value on
academic competence than their group 2 counterparts. Although students in
group 3 did not perceive themselves 3S being competen~ in the Academic
domain, they considered academic competency to be very important. Unlike
group J, students in group 4 placed little value on academic competency.
Like their group 3 counterparts, group 4 students did not perceive
them.selves as being competent in the Academic domain. Group 4 students may
be devaluing academic competency as a way of coping with lack of sUCCl!!OS
in this domain.
Acad.llIic Comp.t.ncy x Acad.mic Import.nc. - Impact on Glob.l S.lf-Worth
Grad. 4
Results of the between groups repeated measures omnibus test ('lable
49) indicated an effect for Group [F(J,115)_17.22, p<.05].
Tabl. 49. R.p.at.d M•••ur•• An.lyei. ot' Varianc. - T•• tll of Hypothesell
for Bet....n 81lbjectll Bff.ct.
Dependent variable:
d'
Group2
error
J
m
A posteriori
27.51
61.21
9.17
0.51
between groups (Table SOl indicated
significant diffel:encee between gl:oups 1 and:2 (1::_6.87) and 91:0Upll 3 and
diff
Group 1 V!I 2 0.56 -0.20 67 32 0.51 0.76
GI:OUp 2 vs 1 -0.20 -0.18 32 15 0.53 0.18
Group 3 vs 4 -0.38 -1.03 15 6 0.53 0.65
6.8; <.01
1.12 :>.01
2.61 <.01
The proUle of academic cornpeeency X importance cl"!sters (Pigure 14)
Groupl perceived themselves as being more competent academically than
seudencD in group 2. They nl!1o placed more importance on academic
competence than group 2 and had higher global woreh. To group 1 students
global worth depended on academic competency and the importance placed on
academic competency. Although group 2 students perceived themselves as
being academically compet.ent., unlike theit group 1 counterparts, they did
not consider academic competency to be important and had low global worth.
It ....ould appear, that for students in group 2, the low importance placed
on academic competency had a negative impact on their global worth.
Therefore, their global worth depended not only on academic competence but
the importance placEld on academic competence as well. Students in groupe
3 and 4 have similar low academic competency but group 3 had higher
academic importance and higher global worth. Group 3 and group :2 had
similar global wOl:th. Howevel:, group 3 had lower academic competency than
gl:OUp 4 but highel: academic importance. Group 3 results al:e not consistent
with Rosenberg's interactive hypothesis (196S, 1986) theory that indicates
that the negative contribution to self-worth will be larger when the
specific perception of competency is more negative and the perceived value
of the d=:>main of competency is greater.
These results are reflected in the correlation analyses of second
order faetorn (Table 19) which indicated that in gradl! 4 global worth is
to academic competence (r_ .0001) and academic importance (r_
.00011.
Results of the between groups repeated measures omnibus test (Table
Sl) indicated an effect for Group [F(S,117)_168.67, p".OS]. There was no
effect for Domain {F(l,117)_O.60, p>.osj but there was an interaetion
effect (F(S,117)_33.37,p".OS].
Tabl. 51. ll.p.ated lII.a.llr•• Analy.i. of varianc. T•• t. of Hypoth•••• for
Bet_en Subjeet. Iff.ct.
df
Groupl 5 163.19 32.63
Error H1 22.63 0.19
Social . 0.09 0.09 0.60 >.05
Social*Groupl 5 26.72 5.34 33.31 c.OS
Error H1 lS.74 0.16
A test. ot simple main effects within each group (Table 52) yielded
an effe<:t. for group 1 [F(1,31)_3.3.1S, pc.OOS), group 2 (F(l,10)_39.28,
peOOS), group 3 [F(1,30)_11.94, pc.OOS), group 4 [F(l,24)-l0.S1, pc.OOS),
group 5 [F(1,21)_S.36, pc.005) and group I> {F(1,1)_S4.11, pc.OOS). This
indicat.ed that. for student.s in these groups, their aetual perceptions of
lloc::ial eompetency did not equal the importance they placed on 'competency
in this domain (Figure lSI.
E:~~
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Figure 15. Profile of social cornpetency X importance clusters
Grade 1.
df
Group 1 2.10 2.10 13.15 <.005
Group :2 6.29 6.29 39.28 <.OOS
Group J 1.91 1.91 11.94 c.005
Group 4 1. 74 1.74 10.81 ",.005
Group S 1.33 1.33 8.36 <.OOS
Group 6 13.42 13.42 84.77 <.OOS
A posteriori contrasts between groups for social competency {Table
S3) indicated significant differences between groups 1 and :2 It.·7. 79),
groups 1 and 5 (t_a.09\, groups 5 and 6 {t_G.6'l1 and groups :2 and 4
(t.. -J.02).
Mean , Mean :2 n' n' diff
Group 1 , -0.46 0.42
" "
O.l9 -0.88 -7.79 c.01
Group , v. S -0.47 -1.18
" "
0.19 0.11 8.09 <.01
Group 5 v. , -1.18 -2.08
"
, 0.19 0.90 6.64 cOL
Group :2 YO' 0.43 0.78
" "
0.19 0.]5 -3.02 <.01
A posteriori contrasts between groups for Bocial importance (Table
54) indicated significant differences between groups 1 and] (t__ 6 .081,
groups 1 and :2 (t_S.lS). groups 2 and 3 (t__ 9.S1) and groups 1 and 5
Social Illlpor~anea • A Poatariori Contrail til Bat"aan Groupa
Group 1 V!!l 3
Group 1 V!!I 2
Group 2 VB 3
Group 1 VB 5
Mean , Mean 2 diff
-0.10 0.38
"
30 0.19 -0.48 -6.08 <.01
-0.10 -0.70
" "
0.19 0.60 5.35 c.Ol
-0.69 0.39
"
30 0.19 -1.07 -9.51 <.01
-0.10 -1.54
" "
0.19 1.44 16.53 c.01
Profile of Goeial comp~tency X ill'.portance .::lusterll (Figure 15)
indicated differences in pereeptions of social competence in groups 2 and
4. Group 4 students perceived themselveu as being lI\Ore competent than
studenta in group 2 and conBideJ:ed social competence to be important.
Unlike group 4, students in group 2 did not perceiVl'~ themselves as being
socially competent and placed little value on social compstence. Group 2
lltudents ~y be devaluing social competence as a means of coping with
failure in this domain. Students in group 1 perceived themselves as being
ll'!sS competent socially than students in group 2 but unlike their group 2
counterparts, group 1 placed higher value on social competency. Students
in group 5 considered themselves to be less competent socially than group
1. but unlike students in group 1, they placed lower value on aocial
competency. Like their counterparts in group 2, these students may be
placing little importance on social competency so that they can better
deal wi th lack of success in this domain. Group 6 perceived themselves as
being less competent socially than group 5, but unlike group 5, students
in group 6 placed higher value on social competence. Group 3 students and
group • students perceived themselves as being competency socially,
however, students in group 4 placed higher value on social competency than
their counter- parts in group 3.
1I0dd £9"PeUncy I 1I0chl 11!p9rtance _ I!!P'9~ on 'Ugbel !!!tlf_"'U~b
Result.a of t.be between groups repeat.ed llleaaUrel omnibus test ITable
551 indicat.ed an effect for Group (F(S.116l .. 14.11. p... 05).
Jlapee~ad lCa.am:e. AD.lyal.a of v~ianc. - T.at. of Hypoth••••
for B.~w••11 SUbj'ctl Rfflcta
Dependent. Varb.ble: GLOBAL
.,
s
n'
Sl.75
85.06
10.)5
0.7)
A posteriori contrast between groups {Table 5'1 indicated significllnt
differences between groups 1 and'" (t.. -4.404\ and groupo 5 and 6 (t_4.741.
Table 56. alobal Worth for Social Cluatera- A Poatariori
Set_en Groups
diH
Group 1 va , ~O. )J 0.15 n 1. 0.73 -0.48 -2.18 no
G:oup 2 va . 0.15 0.40 1.
"
0.73 -0.25 -l.10
Group , .. . ~O. )J 0.40 n
"
o.n -0. il -4.44 ~:aGroup 1 vo S -0.)) -0.75 n n 0.73 0.42 2.46
G~p S v. , -0.75 -2.00 n 7 0.73 1.25 ".74 yee
A profile of social cocapetency X importance clusters (Figure 15)
indicates that groupa 2, ) and 4 differ on importance bu~ had I1mUar high
competency and high global worth. This suggeots that when competency is
high, illlpOrt.ance may not be a factor influencing global worth. Groups 1
and 6 had simUar soci,l importance but dit't'ered in ,oeial competency and
global worth. Group 6 had 10"81: competency and lower global worth t.han
group 1. Group 6 is conl1stent with the low competency/high importance _
10'" global worth prediction of the interactive hypothesis (Rosenberg,
1965, 1996).
Theae results are reflected in the correlations of second order
factors (Table 22) which indicated that, for grade 1 students, global
worth is related to social competency Cr... 0001) and Social importance
Cr_,OOOS).
grad. "1 • Ac:ad'lIlic: CgI!'P.!:.nc:y x Ac:.delllic: I!!lDortance
Results of the between groupa repeated measures omnibus teat (Table
57) indicated an effect for Group (F{5,1231_218.95, p<.05], and an effect
for Domain {F(1,12J}_12.60, p<.OS]. There waa also an interaction effect
[F(5,l::lJ)_)0.J6, p<.OS).
R.p.at.d M.a.ure. Analysis of Varianc. T•• ts of Hypothell" for
B.tw••n Subject. Iff.ct.
df
IJroup2 5 205.88 41.11
Error 123 23.13 0.18
Academic
Academic'
~~~~~2 5 30.53 6.10123 24.14 0.20
This was followed by a series of tests of simple main effects (Table
58l which yielded an effect an effeet for group 2 (YCl.Jl·)a1.0.4S, p<.OOS],
group 3 {FU,381_U.S4, p<.OOSJ, group 4 [F(1.191_1.15,
p<.oos}, group 5 [F(1,lJ]_41.36, p<,oosl and group 6 [F(1,1)_s1.S4,
p<.OOs). This indicated that for students in these groups, their
perceptions of academic competency did not equal the value they plaeed on
competency in the Academie domain. There was no effect for group 1
(F{1,:;n) •. 01.p<.005). Student. in this group considered thelllBelveB to be
equfl.l in academic eompetency and academic importanee lFigure 161 •
Figure 16. "rofile of academic competency X illlPOrtance clusters·
Grade 7.
df
Group 1 0.003 0.003 0.01 >.005
Group 2 2.103 2.103 10."5 <.005
Group 3 2.32 2.32 11.54 <.OOS
Group 4 1.44 1.U 7.15 <.005
Group 5 9.52 !il.S2 47.36 <.OO~·
Group 6 17.67 17.67 87.84 <.oos
A posteriori bet.....een groups ITable 59} fo, academic
competency indicated eigniUcant differences between groups , 00" 3
(t_4.53), groups 1 and 5 (t_B.37), groups 2 and 4 {t_U.03), gl'OUpll 3 <\nd
5 {t_5.35J and groups 5 and 6 (t_4.0B}.
Group , , 0.85 0.47
"
38 0.19 0.38 4.53 <:.01
Group , v. S 0.85 -0.06
"
U 0.19 0.91 8.37 <.01
Group , v,. -0.74 -2.00 n
"
0.19 1.26 14 .03 <.01
Group , S 0.47 -0.06 38 U 0.19 0.53 5.35 <.01
Group S v, , -0.06 -0.65 U , 0.19 O. 5~ 4.08 <.01
A posteriori contrasts between groups for academic importance (Table
60) indicated significant differences bet....een groups 1 and 3 (t_8.6I).
groups 2 and J (t.. -6.43). groups 4 and 5 (t__ 3.06) and groupo 2 illld 6
(t.19.54).
Academic IlIIpOrtance - A Posteriori Contraata Bat".an aroups
diff
Group , , 0.86 0.12
"
38 0.20 0.74 8.61 c.Ol
Group , v, J -0.37 0.11 n 38 0.19 -0.48 -6.43 "'.01
Group , S -1.61 -1.27
"
U 0.19 -0.34 -3.06 c.Ol
Group , v. , -0.37 -2.89 n , 0.19 2.52 19.54 <.01
A profile of academic competency X importance clust...rs (Figure 161
sho....s that groups 1 and 3 perceived themselves as bedng academically
competent. and considered academic competency to be important. Hf)....ever,
students in group 1 perceived th.::mselves aa being more compet",nt and
placed more value on academic competency than students in group 3.
Students in groups 5 and 6 did not perceive themselvea as being
academically competent and did not consider academic cOlllpetency to be
important. They scored lower in importance than they did in competency.
These students may be devaluing academic competency as a means of coping
with failure in this domain. A.lthough group 6 and group 2 considered
themselves as being equally competent academically, students in group 2
placed !llOre value on competency in the academic domain. Group 4 perceived
themselves as being less competent than group to. but unlike group 6,
students in group 4 placed more value on A.cademic competency.
Acadauic Comp,UI'lCY X Mad.mic Imp"rtanc, - IlN2act on qlobd Worth
Results of the between groups repeated measure5 omnibuu te",t (Table
61) indicated an effect for Group !F(S.122)_S.26, pc.OS]
Tabla 61. Repeated Maallurlla Analyst. of Vsrianca _ Tallltl of Hypothall'.
for a.tv.an Subject. BU:.cta
Dependent Variable:
Group2
Error
,
'"
A posteriori
27.46
l.27.39
5.49
:&..04.
between groups (Table 62) indicated
significant differences between groups I and 2 (t_3.24) ana groups 4 and
6 {h2.60l.
tabla 62. alobal Worth for Academic Cluat.ra _ A Poatal;"iori Contr.ata
Satw••n Ql;"oupa
""ean , Mean 2 ,:liff
Group I , 0.49 0.09
" "
1.04 0.40 2.04 :>.01
Group 1 .. , 0.49 -0.17
"
n 1.04 0.66 3.24 0:.01
Group 2 .. , -0.17 0.09 n
"
1.04 -0.26 -1.4.9 >.01
Group 2 ., . -0.l.7 -0.65 n
"
1.04 0.48 2.28 >.01
Group 4 ., , -0.65 -1.48
"
1 1.04 0.83 2.60 c.Ol
A profile of academic competency X importance clusters (Figure 16)
shol<'t!d that groups 1 ar.d 3 had high global worth. These groups perceived
ther.lselves as being academically competent and considered competency in
this domain to be important. However, students in group 1 scored higher in
these two variables than students in group 3. Students in group 1 aillo had
higher global worth than group 3. There was little difference in the
academic competence of students in Group 2 and group 6. However, group 6
placed less importance on being academically competent than group;: and
had lower global worth. Further, students in group 6 perceived themselves
as being more competent academically that students in group 4. H.,;wever,
they placed less value on academic competency than student.s in group 4 and
had lower global worth. It. would appear. that fo;:" students in group G.
global worth depended on the importance placed on cO<t1petency in academics.
Group 5 students perceived themselves as being more competent academically
than st\1dentlJ in gro\1p 2 but group 5 placed lower importance on academic
competency. Students in groups 2 and 5 were almost equal in global worth.
Higher academic competency did not result in group 5 etudents having
higher global worth than group 2 students. Placing a lower importance on
academic competency could have had a negative impact on the global worth
of students in group S.
These results are reflected in the corrlliIationll of second order
factors (Table 22). This analysis reveals .;. ::trong C0l;"relation between
Global worth and ac....demic importance (r_ .0001). This indicates that, in
grade 7, global worth is related to the importance students place on
competency in academics.
Di!cu"ion. COnduliqn. 'e4 R.s....nd.Uqn.
The purpolJe of thill rellearo;h lIcu4y wa. co explore c•.s rel.cion.hip
between perception. of competency, illlPOrt.nce and self-worth. Of
partieular interest 'UIS the interaction between competency and import.nce
and how th1ll inter..ction impacted self,worth. Of further interest w.... the
deqree to which perceptions of competency, importance and self·worth are
affected by age and gender in preadolescenta and adolescents.
This study provided evidence to support the use of cluster andyllis
methodology. Thill method of analysis was used to investigilt. how
competency and importance interacted to influence self-worth. The cluster
analysis provided a rich description of the .ample by creating profiles of
.cudents with 'illlilar characteristica which allowed for between-group
comp;ariaons. This uncovered p;ltterns of interaction between competency and
illlpOrtance and their .tfects on self-worth which was not possible through
factor and correlation. an..lyses. The combin,..,tion of data from these
methodologies rll.ulted in a lo1IQre effective and thorou'ih study of the
.ample.
DoMip CoPp.hnqy and +l!Q9rt.nc.
The re.ulte of t.hi••t.ucly indic... ted that in the . Acadelllic doeain,
st.udent.s in grade 4 perceived t.hemselves a. being more compet.ent and
placed greater importance on competency than their grade 1 counter-part•.
In the Social domain, there was no differ.nce in etudentl'l' perceptionl'l of
cOlflPetency or the import&nce placed on competency at each grade level.
These results support studies by Marsh et a1. (1994) which indicated a
decline in self-concept in the area of ;academica as children ;approach
adolescence. Mar8h et al. (1994) turther indicated no evidence of a
decline in the social a.rea of lelf-concept.
Addre.!llsing the issue of gender, fe~l•• at each grade level
perceived thems.lv•• •• being more competent "c"delllically than their male
counterpart•. HOW1!ver, in the Seeial dOCllolin. males and females at both
grade levels perc.iv.d th...... lves as b<!!ing equally competent. Thes.
results did not support the evidence presented in lItudieli by Connell st
1I1. (1915). Smith 119151. and Burnll tUnl which indicated that lIIalell
possessed s llIOre positive self-concept t~n femalell. Furthe%". resulta of
this study were contrary to those of Cooperemith (1961). Smith (1915). and
Connell et- 1I1. (inS) conducted. with c.hildren bet-ween t-he agea of 6 and 11
which indicated. that girls evaluated t-hemllelves lees positively than boyo.
Glgbal S.lf-Wgrth
The cluster analyatla revealed that for grade 4 students, global
worth was related to both academic and social compettoncy and the
importance placed on academic competency. This augglated that students at
thia gradl! ll!vel derived a sense of self-warth frOlll doinn well in school
and from gutting along with their peers. However, r.:,ey placed more
importance on succ.eding academically than socially.
For grade 1 student. global worth was r.lated to being eo.petent in
the social dOlllilin as well as the importance placed on socia.l competency.
FrOlll this we may conclude that students at this grade level considered
getting along with th.ir peers to be illlpOrtant. Being lIccepted lind 1 iked
by those in their social circle gave thelll a sen.. of .e~f-worth.
Dg_in comut.ncy X Imporf;.nc. - lAp.sf; on 910b.l s.'ii_Worth
Interesting profiles emerged from the cluster analysis of academic
eOlllpeteney/importanc. lIeores and social competency/importance ocores. The
cluster analys•• provided data which both supported and rO!jected the
compensatory hypothesis (Winne and Marx, 1981), the interactive hypothesill
of Rosenberg (1986), and the selectivity hypotheBis of Marsh (1986).
The compensatory hypothesis (Winne and Marx, 1981) suggests that
specific dornainll of lIelf-concept are inversely related, rather than
independent from one another. Accordingly, a low standing in one specific
domain might be compensated by a higher standing in another specific
domain. For example, Winne and Marx (1981) found that l.~udents who were
less successful academically perceived themselves as being more successful
socially. All well, they found that students who were less successful
socially perceived themselves as being more successful academically. Their
findings supported the hypothesis that a lack of suecess in one area seems
to be associated with succe8S in another area. Support for the
compensatory hypothesis can be found in studies by Milgrim " Milgrim
(1976), Ross" Parker (1980) and Winne et a1. (19821
This study found evidence for and against the compenaatory
hypothssis (Winne " Marx, 1981). The grade 4 profile of sodal and
academi.. competency clusters (Figure 3) suggested that students in group
3 (low social/high aeademic/high worthi were eompensating for lack of
social competeney by being competent in the academic dOlMin. It appeared
that sueceeding in the academic domain was a strategy used by group)
students to sustain global worth.
These resultll indicated that the compensatory hypothesia (Winne "
Marx, 1981) ill not a generalizable theory applicable to. all individuals.
Rather, it is a strategy used by some individuals to preserve global
worth.
Compensatory strategies were more evident among grade 7 students
than their eounterpsrts in grade 4. The grade 7 pro::ile of soeial and
aeademie competency clusters (Figure 4) suggested that students in groups
2, J, 4 and 5 were compensating for lack of competency in one domain by
being competent in the other domain. Students in group 2 {lowaoetal/high
academic/low worth), and group 4 (low Eocial/high academie/low worthl
compensated for laek of social success by achhwing success in the
academic domain. However, in the case of group 2 and group 4 students
auccess in the acad~r,lie domain did not eompensate for lack of suecesa in
the soeial domain. l..ad: of social suceess resulted in low global worth.
Interestingly, for students in group 3 (high 80eial/low academic/high
worth) ":OItlpensating for laek of academic success by achieving 1J0cially did
prove to be a successful strategy in preserving global worth. The same can
be said for students in group 5. These students did not perceive
themselves as being competent in either domain. However, they did pereeive
themselves as being more competent socially than aeademically and had
similar ratings in social eompetency and global worth.
For grade 7 students it appeared that compensatory strategies were
only successful in preserving self~worth if students were competent in the
so:::ial domain. The strategy was not effective if students were competent
academically and not competent socially. These results are reflected in
the correlation analysis of cOltlpetency and global worth scale scores which
indicated that, in grade 7, global worth is related to being competent in
the Social domain (Table 22).
Rosenberg's interactive hypothesis (1986) suggested that having
positive perceptions of competency in a particular domain will contribute
positively to self-worth. However, the size of the cont~ibution depended
on the importlmce the individual placed on that particuldr domain. For
example, if a student is doing well in a subject that is unimportant to
the student, then the positive contribution to aelf-worth will be less
than if the student were experiencing success in a subject considered to
be important. Further, nenative perceptions of competency will contribute
negatively to self-WC'!:th and the size of the negative cont.ribution dependa
on the degree of importance the individual places on the domain. for
example, if a student is failing in a subject that is considered to be
important to the student, then the negative impact on self-worth will be
greater than if the student is failing in a subject that is of
This study provided evidence contrary to and in support
Rosenberg's interactive hypothesis (1986). In the grade 4 profile of
social competency X importance clusters (Figure 131 studento in group 4.
(high compeeency/high imporeance/high woreh) perceived themselves as being
very competent socially and placed high value on this competency. However,
their global worth rao;..ing,'iII wer'!! lower than raeings in competency and
importance. Group 3 (high competency/low importance/high worth) perceived
themselves as being competent socially. However, to these students aocial
competency was not important. Group 3 received similar high ratings in
both competency and worth. A low importance rating had little impact on
the self-worth of these students. Students in group 1 (low competency/high
importance/high worth) and group 2 (low competency/low importance/high
worth) had similar low competency ratings and similar high global worth.
The importance ratings of students in these two groups had little impact
on their global worth. According to Rosenberg (l986) the low importance
ratings of students in groups 2 and 3 should have had" negative impact on
their global worth. Similarly, the high importance ratings of groups 1 and
4 should have had a positive impact on their global wor~h. For groups 1,
2, 3 and 4 importance played an insignificant role in predicting global
worth. Further evidenc!! contrary to Rosenberg's hypothesis is found in
group 1 (low competency/high importance/high worth). For these stUdents
low competency in a value.d domain should have resulted in low global
worth.
"
In the academic corr.petency X impClrtance clusters of grade 4 students
(Figure 14) support for Rosenberg's hypothesis 1l~1I6) was found in group
1. (high competency/high importance/high worth), group 3 (low competency/
high importance/low worth) , and group 4 (low competency/low importance/low
worth!. For group 3 students failure in a valu~d dOlll<.lin negatively
impacted global worth. Although students in group 4 did not consider
academic competency to t-e impol"tant, failure in this domain had a negative
impact on global worth. Group :2 students (high competencyllow importance/
low worth) provided evidence contrary to Rosenberg's hypothesis (198·;).
Positive perceptions of competency for students in group :2 did not result
in positive global worth.
In the social competency and importance clusters of grade 1 students
(figure 15) there is mors evidence for than against the interactive
hypothesill (Rosenberg, 1986). In the Social domain (Figure 151 support for
Rosenbet'g"s hypothesis (1986) is most evident in group 6 (low competency/
high importance/low worth). These students had negative perceptions of
competency in II valued domain which resulted in negative global worth.
Group 1. (low competency/low importance/low worth), group 2 (high
competency/low importance/high worth), group 3 (high competency/high
importllnce/high worth), group 4 (high competency/high importance/high
worth) and group 5 (low cf,.l\petency/low importance/low worth) also provided
support for the interactive hypothesis (Rosenbet'g', 1986]. Group 2 (high
competency/low importance/high worth) had positive. perceptions of
competency in a domain not considered to be important. LGw ratlngs of
importance had little impact on the global worth of thelle studl'lncs.
Although students in group 5 (low competency/low importance/low worthl had
low ratings in all ,ariables, their ratings in global worth were higher
than those in competency and importance. Devaluing social competency could
have been .. etrategy used by these students to sustain global worth.
In the profile of ,c.deraic canpetency X illlpOru.nce clusters of gr.de
1 students IT;able 151 support for Rosenberg'. hypothe.h (1986) i. evident
in .U the group•. Ho.t .ignif.icant in thh profile are group S 11001
cOlllpl!tency/lov import.nce/low worth) and group 6 Uow competency/lo"
inportance/low worth). The importance rating. of e.ch of these group. were
laUch lower than r;ating. of cOfllpeteney and globlll worth. Neither of theae
group. perceived thell\llelve. as being COlllpl!tent ;academically and low
importance ratlng. h.d little i1llpllct on thelr global worth. However. for
studentl!! ln group. Sand' devaluing IIc.demlc COlQPetency could Mve been
II etrategy ulled to .u.taln <;llobal worth. It would appear tMt if
perceptlons of competency are negative then low importance ratings have
little impact on glob.l worth.
Rese;arch by Manh U9B,) found little support for Rosenberg'.
lnteractive hypothellill. Inatead. M;arsh found .upport for what he termed
the -selectivity hypothesi.". This sugge.ted th.t individual. will 'Cate all
IIlOre import.mt tho.e domains in which they hAve high perceptions of
competency and will r.te •• unimportant those dom.ains in which they Mve
low perception. of competency. In other warda. indivlduals will place IIlOre
villlue on docnains of CClGlpl!tenC'y in ..hich they are experiencing success and
less value on dOlll&ina of competency in which they are experiencing
failure. For ex.ample, if a stUdent i. Mving IIIOre SUCC••II in Math than any
ct.her subject then Math will be the subject of gre;atest value to tMt
student. Hovever. if the students are experiencing f;ai~~re in Math then
that subject will not be v;alued by the student. unlike Rosenberg. Marllh
did not sugge.t th;at ilrflOrtance had an impact on global worth. Rather. he
suggested th.t individual. with high glob.l worth .re IllOre likely to have
high perceptions of competency in domains which they value. For example.
if a student with high global ..,,'Cth considers Math to be very important
then it is likely that the student will be cOlllpetent in Math.
"
This study found evidence for and against Marsh's hypothesis. The
profile of social competency X importance clusters of grade 4 student.s
(Figure 13) present.ed eVidence contrary to the selectivit.y hypothesis.
Group 1 students (low competency/high importance/hl!}h worth) placed value
on social competency however they did not perceive themselves as being
competent in this domain. However, they had high global worth. According
to Marsh (1986) student.s with high global worth are more likely to have
high perceptions of competency in domains they valued. To these atudl'Onts
this was not ::he case. Instead, they had low perceptions of competency in
a ":omain that they valued. Group 3 (high competency/low importance/high
worth) perceived themselves as bein", competent. socially but they did not
value this competency. These students had high global worth. and should
have valued being competent socially. Students in group 2 (low competency/
low importance/high worth) present an interesting profile. The importance
placed on competency by these students was much lower than their actual
perceptions of competency. These students could be devaluing compet.ency as
a means of preserving their global worth. Group 4 (high competency/high
importance/high worthl supported Marsh's selectivity hypothesis. Theile
students had positive perceptions of competency in il v/llued domain.
In the profile of academic competency X importance clusterll of g1"ade
4 students (Figure 14) evidence cont1"ary to the selectivity hypothesis wall
seen in group 2 (high compet.ency/low importance/low worthl and group 3
(low competency/high importance/low worth). Although st1;ldentll in group 2
perceived themselves as ceing competent academically, t.hey did not value
competency in this domain. Group 3 students placed high importance on
competency even t.hough they did not perceive themselves as being
academically competent. Although group'" (low competency/low importance/
low worth) received low ratings on all scales, global worth ratings were
higher than competency and importance ratings. However, importance ratings
were lower than competency. This would suggest that students in this group
could be devaluing academic competency as a means of sustaining gloNl
worth. Support for Marsh was found in group 1 (high competency/high
importance/high worth). Students in this group valued being competent in
the Academic domain.
More evidence for than against the selectivity h;rpothesis (Marsh,
1986) was found in the profile of social competency X importance clusters
of grade 7 students (Figure 15). Group 3 (high competency/high importance/
high worth) and group 4 (high competency/high importance/high worthl
supported Marsh's hypothesis. Stud>!!nts in both these groups perceived
themselves illS being competent and valued competency in that domllin. Group
2 (high competency/low importance/high worth) pt'ovided evidence contrary
to the selectivity hypothesis (Marsh, 1986). Students in this group
perceived thernoelves as being competent socially but thie competency was
not important to them. Further, they possessed high global worth.
According to Marsh, these students should have valued social competency.
Group 6 students (low competency/high import.ance/low worth} did not
perceive themselves as being compet.ent but placed high value on social
cornpetll!:ncy. Although group 5 (low competency/low importance/low wort.h)
received low ratings on all ecales, their global wol:th was higher than
competency and impol:tance. Further, impol:tance was lowel: than competency.
This suggested that these students may be devaluing social competency as
a means of sustaining global wOl:th.
The profile of academic competency X importance clusters of gl:ade 7
studetlta (Figure 16) provided support fOI: Mal:sh's theol:y. Students in
Group 1 (high competency/high importance/high wOl:thl and group 3 (high
competency/high importance/high worth) rated as important theil: competency
in the Academic domain. Further support was found in group 5 (low
competency/low importance/low wOl:th) and gl:oup 6 (low/competency/low
importance/low worth). These students did not perceive themselv~!1 as being
competent in the Academic domain. However th!! global worth of these
students was higher than competency and importance. Further, importance
ratings were lower than competency ratings. This would suggest that these
students were devaluing academic competency as a meamJ of protecting
global worth.
According to Marsh, competency and importance complement one anothp.r.
O;.e does noe subsist withoue ehe oeller. They exint in equal proportiona
within t.he realm of the individual's self-concept. However, unlike
Rosenberg (1986), Marsh did not suggest that importanct' had an impact on
global worth. Rather, he indicated th.. t imporeance ratings did not
contribute to predicting global worth. This leads one to conclude that to
Mal';"sh, domain competency ill the only factol';" intluencing global worth.
The results of thie study sugg~st t.hat import.ance does not always
have either a positive or a negative impact on self-worth as suggest.ed by
Rosenberg. Nor does it. parallel competency.:. .. indicated by Marsh. However,
devaluing competency whsn one is unsuccessful could be a strategy used by
some st.udent.s t.o sustain global wort.h.
Rosenberg (1986), Marsh (1986), and Winne &. Marx (1981) preeented
their hypotheses as generalizable theories applicable to all individuals.
This study provided evidence which indicates that t.hese ~theories" cannot
be applied t.o all students and are better referred to as "strategies"
used by some individuals as a means of sustaining global worth.
This research study proposes that t.he ineeractive "hypothesis~ of
Rosenberg (1986) and the selectivity ~hypothesis" of Ma.rsh (1986) may be
more a~plicab1e to grade 7 children than to children in grade 4. The
rea lions for this could be developmental. environmental (home and schoC'lJ
or both.
Recollllllllndatio"\l1 for putthe~ Rnellteh
The study presented in this paper and studies by Marsh et al. (1994)
indicate that there ill a declin@' in academie self-concept as children
approach adolescence. Interestingly, there is no evidence of a decline in
social self-concept. A child's soeial self-eoncept is fostered in both the
school and home environments. Relationships with peers also greatly
influence self-concept. However, the building blocks for a healthy
academic lIelf-concept are found primarily within the school environment.
The dee line in academic self-concept as children approach
adoleacence should be cause for greAt concern among educatora. However,
the approach of adolescence may not be wholly responsible for this
decline. The school may also conttibute by providing an environment that
does not meet the academic needs of its children. Tasks presented to
children by educators mllst suit their level of ability. Children must feel
that all their accomplishmentll are worthwhile and they are valued members
of the school environment. Further, teachers and school counsellors must
recognize the different emotional needs of each child within their care
and endeavor to meet these needll. Failure to do this w111 undoubtedly have
an adverlle affect on individual self-concepts.
Further research into the decline in academic self-concept as
children approach adolescence is warranted. A study to investigate if the
school environment plays a significant role in this decline is
recolMlended. Meanwhile, educators must create a school environment that
fosters feelings of self-worth in children and they must be particularly
attentive to the diverse needs of children approaching adolescence.
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Appendix A • Th. l:netrum.nt
We are inlerested in finding out a little bit more about you? What things lire you eood III? Who.t C!O
you think is important? What mokes you feel resp«ted Dnd important?
On the following pages a~ some sentences. Reod each sentence carefully. Does Ihot $C!ntence describe
you? rs that really like you? Uso, then circle 7. Does thai senlen« olmostdtscribt you. but nol
quite? Itso, then circle 6. Is that sentence nol at all like you? Circle 1 if Ihat sentence Is nolot all
like you and doesn't describe you.
Practict
Here is an example to practice:
( would really like a cut for a pet.
Is thai true? Would you really like a cat for a pel? Circle 7. Would you sort of like to have a cat for
a pet but maybe you are not sure? Circle 4 or 5. Do you definitely NOT want a cat for n pel? Circle
1. Do you think thot ),ou probably don'l want a mt, but you srill nre not sure? Circle 3 or 4.
Tell us a little bit about yourself.
_boy
lam in grade _
Myageis _
__ girl
I was born in the month of _
Students have dirrerent thouGhts about themselves tlS people. Some students think they ore good
people·· important ~nd respected. Some do not think they .lire Cood people, and are not very
ImportBnL How do 10U think aboulloundj'! Read each sentence ~Io .... Qrefully. Is that sentence
Irue ror you? Circle Ihe number that best describes ho.... true thai sentence is ror you. B~ honesl .•
II'~ are inurUled in YOU.
1. I am a good person.
A lot lib me
2. I feel lam accepted:l.S a person.
3. I feeI appreciated by orners.
4. I feel t am an impon:mt person.
S. I am a person who is respected.
NOI,I,(Ilikeme Alollikeme
A Iotliu me
hople describe 1hemsdvcs in diFferent ways. How would YOU describ, ]ounel/? Read each
staterntnt carefully. ls that sentence true for you? Clrde the number that be5tdescribres how true
lhat sentence Is ror you. Be honest •• II'~ Ort interated in YOU. .
6. I:un good at sports.
7. I am good looking.
NOI:lI;l)lliumtl
NtM,I,Ulibme
Alolllll:elnl
AIOllikillMl
8. I have lots of friends.
9. My parents love me.
10. I am good at reading.
II. Math is easy for me.
[2. I live inabighouse.
13. I do weU in spons.
14. I get along well with people.
15. 1am handsome or pretty,
16. I am a popular person.
17. My parents and I spend a lot of time together.
18. I get good marks in reading.
19. I am good at math.
20. I am a good aniSL
Not ~t ~lll;h me
2
NOI~I~lIlik/!me
Not ot:lll like me
NOl~t~1I like me
NOl~l"lllikem/!
Notot~lll;kem.
NOI~laillikemc
5· 6
Alotlikcmc
7
Not:lt~JlliUlM Aloclikc_
21. Music is e~y for me.
Nat~I:oIIIiUlae
22. I have expensive clothes.
t-'ol ~l ~lllike me
23. I am a good :Ithlctc.
Nol>l~Uilume
24. l:un good:lt an.
Nat~l ~n like 11M
25. 1 am good at music.
Not~t~U liumc
26. t :am aurnctive looking.
NOI~lalllike me
27. I get along well wilh my parents.
Nol>laU lib lM Alacl.ili:e_
28. Re~ing is easy for me.
NotIIIU1ilte_ Alot lib_
29. 1 get good marks in m."th. .. S 7
NotallUlibm. Alollibme
30. Art is easy for me.
Notat.Ulibllll A101 lib me
31. I get good marks in music.
Noel' al1ilte lllI Akltliblllll
32. My family h:as lots of money.
Differtnt people lhink different things are importllnL Wlrat is imponant to YOU'! Iklo.... lin some
sentences. Read e3dt sentence cnretully. Circle the number thai best describes how true thai sentenet Is
roc yotl. Be honeJt·· what is important to YOU'!
33. It is important to me to be good in spons.
34. It is importllnt [0 me to be good looking.
35. HlI.vin8 lots of friends is impol"tant to me.
36. It"is importD.nl to me that my parents love me.
37. Being a good reader is impo~nt to m~.
38. It is important to me to do W'CII in math.
39. Being II good artist is impo~nt to me.
""'1~1~I;b_
2
N0131311liktlll'
Not31a11liktrnt
A 101 lill.1lI.
Not» all liu rne
40. It is imponant to me to get good marks in music.
41. It~ important to me to live in a big house.
42. Being a good athlete is important to me.
Alotlilt'lM
Aloillbrn.
AlolliblM
43. It is important 10 me to be: handsome or pretty.
44. Being popul::ar is import3nt to me.
45. It is import3nt to me to spend
lime with my parents.
46. lt is important to me to get
good m:trJcs in reading.
47. Gelting good marks in m:l.th is impon::ant tome.
48. II is important to me 10 be good in an.
49. rt is important I,,) me to be good in music.
50. Weuing expensive clOlhes is importanl to me..
.51. Doing well in spons is important 10 me.
.52. Being attractive is important to me.
.53. Oetting along well with others
is important 10 me.
Notataltllume
A lot lib lnC
1
AlotlikclnC
1
Alotlib ....
A lot lib ....
1
54. Gelting along with !'l',y parentS
is imponant to me.
55. It is important to ml: that [do well in reading.
56. Beins good in math is imponanllo me.
57. Doing well in an is important to m¢.
58. Doing well in music is important to me.
59. Having lotS of mon~y is impOrl:lIlIIO me.
NOI:ll~llllkcmc
2
Dirrerent things make different people reel good, reel Important, and respected. What makts YOU ftd
good, important, and respected? Below are some sentences. Read each sentence carefully. Clrde the
number that best describes how true that sentence is ror you. Be hontst· what makes YOU fed good,fttl
importQn4 or feel respected?
Not~t.Ulitcmc
60. Doing well in math mak.es me feel important
61. Doing well in sports makes me feel good.
Not It til Iiu lit.
62. Being attntctive makes me feel good.
63. Being popular makes me feel important
No\~t~lIliir"l\C A lOlliUmc
64. I feel important bcC:lU.5e my pmnlS love me.
6S. Spending time with my p:u-ents.
m:lkes me feci good
66. Getting :liang with my parents .
m:lkes me feel respected
67. Doing well in reading makes me feel important
6!l. Doing well in art makes me feel good..
69. Doing well in music makes me feel impon:ult.
70. Living in a big house makes me feel impon:lllL
7l. Doing well in math m:lkes me feel respected.
72. Doing well in sports makes me feel respected,
73, Being good looking makes me feel imponant.
74. Oetting along well with people
makes me reel good.
NOI~13lltiume
No!.31311liUrM
"NOIX3lI1iB_
Not3teUtibmi
N0l3laUlibme
A lot lib 111&
7
A10IllUIIMI
7
A 101 like me
7S. I feel respected when (do well in reuding.
76. I feel respecled when rdo well in art.
77. Doing well in music makes me feel respected.
78. Wearing expensive clothes makes me feel good.
79. Doing well in math makes me fed good.
80. Doing well in sports makes me feel important.
81. Being good looking makes me feel respecled.
N<ll,L,lIlikemc
,
NO(,L,1l1ikeme
NO(,t111 like me
NOI'l 311 like me
82. Having a lot of friends makes me feel respecled.
8 J. I feel good when I do well in reading,
NOI,I,llllbme
84. Doing well in art makes me feel important.
Not,l,llliklml
85. I feel good when (do well in music.
Not It aU likll me
86. Having lots of money makes me feel respected.
A 101 lilte me
A lot lib me
A lot liltl me
7
A 101 likl tne
App.ndix B . L.Sl;,U t.0 a."ht,tnt. f!"pulnt.nd.nt
7 Princess Anne Plyce
St. John's, NF.
ALA 2PJ
March 10th, 1994
Mlil. Ruth Oaw.
Assistant Superintendent
Avalon Consolidated School Board
P.O. Box 1980
St. John's, NF.
A1C SRS
Dear Ms. Dawe,
Since September 1992, I have been on educational leave frOll1 my
position as a grade three teacher at vanier Elementary. The purpose of
this leave is to obtain a Master'll degree in educational pllychology
(guidance counselling) from Memorial Univerllity of Newfoundland.
I am presently working towards the completion of this degree with my
supervisor Dr. Tim Seifert and wish to conduct an investigative study of
children'S self-concept and self·worth, Specifically, I will attempt to
seek answers to the following research questions:
What sources of competency do children value most and how do they
change from grades'" to 71
How do these sources of competency influence students self-worth?
In conducting my study, I would like to administer a self-concept and
self-worth seale to children in grades 4 and 7. I am hereby requesting
your permission to administer this test to 200 children at each of these
grade levels.
If poesible, I would like to carry out my research project in the
fo11-:wing schools:
Vanier Elementary (2 classes of grade 4)
Cowan Heights Elementary (J classes of grade 4)
Bishop Abraham Elementary 13 classelil of grade 4)
MacDonald Drive Junior High School 18 classes of grade 7)
The self-concept and self-worth scalE. should require approximately
20-25 minutes to complete. Children will not be askl!!d to give their naml!!s.
only age, gender and grade level will be requested.
I ".. "tt"ching " copy of this qullstionn"ire for your exalllin.tion.
Should you have .ny concern. regarding ~ requ.ut you ~y cont"ct .... at
1:1.6-8856 or Dr. Till! S.ifert at 737-4410. A third pa.rty to cuntact i. Dr.
Pat Canning at 7)7·3402.
This study hal received the approval o! the Faculty COllIl\ittll1l for
Ethical Revie.. of R••••rch Involving Human Subject•.
I look forvard to • !"vorable reply "t your earliest convenience.
Sincer.ly your.,
Sonia Ha:r:vey
Appendix C - LeSstr to Puenttlcon"nt rOA
March 23, 1994
Dear Parent(s) ,
I am requesting your permission to have your child participate in an
investigation I am conducting. Presently I am working towards the
completion of a M••ter'. degree in educational p.ychology with my
Gupervisor Or. Tim seifert of Memorial University. I would like to conduct
a study of children's self-concepts. I am hoping to gain information on
how children perceive themselves and how these perceptions affect their
feelings of self·worth. Hopefully, this information may provide teachers
with further understanding into the area of self-concept. The more
knowledge and understanding teachers have of thia very important area, the
better equipped they are to help their students develop positive
self-conceptll.
I would like to administer a aelf-concept and self-worth
queationnaire to your child. This questionnaire, which will take
approximately 20-25 minutes of school time, has the approval of the Avalon
consolidated School Board, the principals of the various scbools, and the
Ethics Committee of Memorial University.
Please be assured that your child has not been singled out to
participate in thi, .tudy. All the students in his/her class will be
requested to complete the questionnaire. St.udents will not be asked to
write their names on the questionnaire, therefore all responses will be
anonymous. Students may omit anllweJ:'ing any questions they prefer to omit.
As well, they may withdraw from the study at any time without prejudice of
any kind. To ensure that this is W1derstood by your child, prior to
administering the questionnaire I will clearly state that students are not
to write their names on the questionnaires and may omit anllwering
questions they prefer to omit. They will also be reminded that they may
withdraw from the study at any time without pl'"~judice of any Kind.
In order for this study to be successful, I will need approximately
400 children. Therefore, I am hoping that all children will participate.
However, participation ill voluntary. If you would like to discuss this
matter further, please call me at 726-8856 or Dr. Tim Seifert at 737-4470.
A third person you may contact (not associated with this study) is Dr. Pat
Canning at 737-3402.
If you give perlllission for your child to participate, please
complete the consent form below and return it to the school as soon as
possible. Total results ot the class study will be available on request.
Upon granting permission you may still withdraw your child from the study
should you decide to do so.
Thank you for your cooperation. It is greatly appreciat.ed.
Sincerely,
Sonia Harvey
(teacher-student)
113
I glve permission for my child to take part in this study. In giving
permission I understand the following:
This test will only be used for the purpose described above.
My child will not be required to write his/her name on the questionnaire.
My child is free to omit answering any questions he/she preferll to omit.
I may withdraw my permission at any time without prejudice of any kind.
My child may withdraw from the study at any time without prejudice of any
kind.
In writing the report my child's school will not be identified.
In writing the report my child's name will not be used (This is ensured
considering that my child's name will not appear on the questionnaire)
I may receive the results of thie study on request.
Signature of Parent _




